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Reproductive services refuse to copy vaginal imagery
By Beck Schoenfeld

Focus Editor
Recently, a faculty member and a
student experienced separate conflicts
with the administration regarding the
reproduction of certain illustrations.
One such encounter involved re¬
fusal on behalf of Secretarial Services
to xerox five pages of erotic illustra¬
tions, containing vaginal imagery, at
the request of Assistant Professor of

Trustees meet
with students,
hear views on
campus issues

Art Erica Rand. According to Theresa
Shostak, supervisor of mailing and
secretarial services, Rand did not ob¬
tain copyright permission of the im¬
ages, thereby binding secretarial ser¬
vices by law to cancel the order.
Shostak further stated that this
"was not the only reason" as to why
the xerox request had been denied.
She refused, however, to further com¬
ment on the situation, only insisting
that lack of copyright permission was

"sufficient reason" for prohibiting
duplication of the photos.
Judith Bergevin, director of per¬
sonnel, confirmed that instances
where duplication must be denied
concern cases in which copyright per¬
mission has not been granted. Other¬
wise, Bergevin stated that Secretarial
Services must unconditionally photo¬
copy material for faculty.
Conversely, Rand insisted that
copyright permission wasn't a di¬

lemma. The illustrations, collectively
referred to as "Gals and Dolls," are
incorporated in an article authored by
Rand, entitled "We Girls Can Do
Anything, Can't We Barbie?: Lesbian
Consumption in Postmodern Circula¬
tion," which she is currently submit¬
ting for publication in an anthology.
Rand noted that since these xeroxes
were for personal use and not BatesContinued on Page 2, Column 2

Singing freedom for prisoners of conscience...

By Laura Mytels

News Editor_
In order to inform the Board of
Trustees of pertinent campus issues,
the Student Committee on Conference
with the Trustees, which is composed
of ten students, met with eight Trust¬
ees last week. Discussion covered
numerous issues, including campus
diversity, Student Conduct Commit¬
tee legislation, and finances.
The meeting is the one opportu¬
nity that the Trustees have to meet
directly with students during their
biannual meetings. "It's one of the
few links the Trustees have with the
community," stated Greg Youngblood
'94, a member of the committee.
The meeting commenced with a
discussion of Bates "social life in
1992," and then covered other topics.
The urgency for additional parking
was addressed, with the issue being
raised as a short-term goal for the col¬
lege, said Craig Nussbaum '94, an¬
other member of the committee.
Rob Brown '92 led the discussion
of the need for greater diversity on
campus, suggesting the implementa¬
tion of a multi-cultural house for both
housing and other social activities.
According to Nussbaum, the idea was
received very positively.
At the meeting, Marco Black '92
questioned the effectiveness and
qualifications of the Student Conduct
Committee, and suggested that new
legislation be adopted to cover these
concerns. "I don't thing it's a very fair
body," he said. "I don't think they're
really qualified. Some have had train¬
ing, but none of them are experts."
As with all campus improve¬
ments, the costs involved were also
discussed. "Some things we as stu¬
dents wish and desire for the school
can't provide because of the endow¬
ment problem," said Black.
However, the school is currently
in the beginning stages of a large
capital campaign, and, as was men¬
tioned by one Trustee, Bates is ex¬
panding at a time when other schools
appear to be cutting back. "Bates is an
anomaly of sorts," stated Black.
Continued on Page 3, Column 1

Students gathered in Chase Lounge Thursday night for a coffeehouse sponsored by Amnesty International that
featured such acts as Jaime Lathrop '94, shown above. While students performed, the audience wrote letters to gov¬
ernment officials world-wide to encourage the end of human rights abuses.
Alexis Gentile photo.

Candidate hopes to change
American political system
By Chuck D'Antonio

Staff Reporter
Calling for help in bringing
change to the American political sys¬
tem, former California governor Jerry
Brown spoke Tuesday at the Muskie
Archives. Brown claimed the Maine
caucuses were crucial to his campaign
for the Democratic presidential nomi¬
nation.
The candidate strongly encour¬
aged participation, saying that his
campaign to change the American
political system depended on people.
"That's what I'm really trying to do—
to change the game. You have to take
responsibility.... Democracy is about
people controlling, it's about saying 'I
can change the world,"' he pro¬
claimed.
Brown's speech centered on what
he finds to be wrong with the Ameri¬
can political system and how he hopes

■ Student commentator analyzes the
candidate's platform
Page 3.

to change it. He related stories of stu¬
dent activism, volunteerism, and prior
government experience. Brown op¬
posed the role that money plays in
American politics, saying of other
politicians, "The obsession with fund¬
raising is totally out of control."
Brown claimed that dependence
on major campaign contributors has
brought people less of a voice in the
political process. "The entrenched in¬
ertia that keeps government moving
slowly, slowly arguing about insider
issues—that's the problem," he said.
Brown claimed to be committed
to change, and feels that he "can't do it
all by [him] self, only you and a lot of
people like you can take it back before
it's too late."
Continued on Page 2, Column 2

_INSIDE_
Original play opens on campus
A new play, written and directed by
Amy Robbins '92 as an honors thesis
production, opens this weekend in
Schaeffer Theater.
Page 10.

Gay life at Bates faces review
Students and faculty offer perspective
to the obstacles created by being ho¬
mosexual at Bates, as well as the
available resources.
Pages 8-9.
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NEWS BRIEFS

Ann Landers to run
apology regarding
mistake in column
Following the receipt of a letter
from Stuart Greene, director of the
News Bureau, columnist Ann Landers
has agreed to print on February 18 a
retraction for incorrectly stating that
Bates College is the second most ex¬
pensive school in the country. "I cer¬
tainly owe Bates College an apology,"
wrote Landers in a letter to Greene.
Although the column was originally
scheduled to run in early March,
Landers' secretary, Marcy Sugar, sent
another letter to Greene informing
him of the sooner date. "[S]he felt it
was important that this information
be put into the column as early as
possible," wrote Sugar. Greene was
confident that the apology will hit
enough of Landers' audience to di¬
minish the numerous inquiries that
the College has received as a result of
the original column. "People who are
regular readers who saw it in the first
place will see it," he said.

Copying services refuses to fill orders
Continued from Page 1
affiliated, copyright permission is not
necessary until the piece has been ac¬
cepted for publication.
"The standard practice in publi¬
cations of something on art history,"
she explained, "is submitting a
manuscript with xeroxes of images,
and then you obtain copyright per¬
mission to reproduce when it actually
gets published."
Rand further mentioned that Sec¬
retarial Services had indeed observed
the aforementioned procedure with
previous requests. "In December,
Secretarial Services made copies of an
essay for me that included a xerox of
an image without copyright permis¬
sion," she recalled "That image was
not sexually explicit," she added.
The faculty copy request form,
originally calling for 37 pages of both
text and photos to be xeroxed, was
submitted January 27 and returned
January 28 with the digit 37 crossed
out and 32 written beside it.
"Ordinarily, when there's a copy¬
right issue concerning material meant

to be xeroxed, someone from the Sec¬
retarial Pool has always called me,"
said Rand. In this particular case,
however, neither a verbal nor written
explanation was offered on the matter.
Rand ultimately made the re¬
maining photocopies herself. Hinting
at possible personal convictions held
by Secretarial Service employees, she
commented, "Given the sexual con¬
tent of the images, I wonder if this had
not been the cause."
Similarly, Amy Robbins '92 was
temporarily stunted in preparation for
her thesis
production,
"The
Unsilencing," when negotiating with
Publications over printing of the logo
on her posters. Also containing vagi¬
nal imagery, Robbins' logo begins as a
pair of hands in prayer form-and
gradually transforms into an illustra¬
tion of a vulva. "They [Publications]
wanted me to change the logo because
of the genitalia," said Robbins. "They
said it wouldn't sell. They said it
wasn't art."
According to Robbins, Publica¬
tions suggested alternative logos
which Robbins herself rejected. "Ba¬
sically, I felt as though 'Who are you

to judge?' I didn't want to change to
something they found acceptable and
to the norms," she commented. Con¬
sequently, like Rand's situation, Pub¬
lications did not print the posters.
While Editor of Publications Betsy
Kimball denied an interview, she is¬
sued the following statement:
"I'm charged with overseeing the
publications of the College, making
sure they are consistently attractive,
useful, and appropriate in the College
context. We tried to be helpful to Amy
by suggesting alternatives, offering
guidance, and producing type for her,
but in my opinion, the drawing she
submitted would have been inappro¬
priate in the set format we've estab¬
lished for theater posters."
Robbins did acknowledge Publi¬
cations for assisting in locating other
printing sources, yet all were too ex¬
pensive. Consequently, she printed
the posters under the Theatre Depart¬
ment which went through Secretarial
Services. "They [Publications] didn't
want to get their hands dirty,"
Robbins insisted. "It was so frustrat¬
ing ... She was silencing my poster for
a show called 'The Unsilencing.'"

The former governor also ad¬
dressed economic issues. The key to
his economic policy is a revamping of
the federal tax structure. Brown pn>
poses a flat rate income tax with no
deductions, as well as the elimination
of gas, payroll, and social security
taxes, among others. This change
would help to increase economic
competitiveness by eliminating the
need for companies to divert funds
from productivity to dodging tax
codes, argued Brown.

California governor demonstrates his
economic competence. "California has
the eighth largest economy in the
world," he said.
Another economic issue that
Brown discussed concerned student
loans. Brown denounced the creation
of a "debtor class" of today's students.
The former governor also addressed
lessening military spending and aid,
guaranteeing privacy rights and the
right of choice, and protecting blue
collar jobs.

Biology department
begins scholarship
,
for graduate study Democrat lists necessary political changes
rence as
The Department of Biology re¬
cently announced the commencement
of the Harriet M. Pomeroy and Fred
Pomeroy Scholarship Fund for
Graduate Study in Biology, an annual
scholarship allocating $10,000 to one
or two Bates graduates in biology or
related interdisciplinary fields. The
scholarships, to be awarded over the
period of two years, will allow stu¬
dents to pursue a post-graduate edu¬
cation in biology. The recipients are
expected to return to Bates to present
a seminar on their graduate research,
titled the Pomeroy Scholar Lecture.
Juniors and seniors are eligible to apply.

Libertarian hopeful
plans to discuss
campaign tonight
Andre Marrou, the Libertarian
Party's candidate for president, will
speak tonight at 7 p.m. in the Muskie
Archives. The party's platform in¬
cludes a call for the reduction of the
federal government, the abolition of
income taxes, as well as the
privatization of many social services.
Marrou, a chemical engineer who
graduated from MIT, served on the
Alaska State Legislature in the mid80s. Although it is the country's thirdlargest political party, few Libertarian
candidates have been elected. "One
elected Libertarian goes a long way,"
stated Marrou.

‘‘TCBV”

The Country^ Best Yogurt,

Located At
Riverview Plaza
155 Center Street
Auburn
784-3245

Continued from Page 1
In his speech, Brown mentioned
some of his proposed changes in
policy. He supports the creation of a
family Bill of Rights that guarantees
shelter, health care, education, "a de¬
cent living wage, freedom from hun¬
ger, and security in old age." Brown
also mentioned plans to reduce the
country's energy consumption
through mass transit and-pressure
; auto manufacturers to limit fuel con-

MONDAY'S RA AGENDA

EARTH TIP

Monday, .February 3,1992
Skelton Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
I.
Simple things you can do to
help save the environment

Use both sides of a
piece of paper and don’t
use cover pages for
written assignments
and term papers.
Save Trees.

II.

President's Report (Tracy O'Mara -94)

—Ratification of 1992 Executive Board
Treasurer: Sanford Paek '93
Parliamentarian: Susan Spano '94
Secretary: Keri Dailey '94
III. Vice President's Report (Meredith Godley '93)
IV. Treasurer's Report (Sanford Paek '93)
V.

0000000

Ratification of Minutes

Parliamentarian's Report (Susan Spano '94)

—Elections for Representatives (19 new representatives needed)
—At-Large Elections (Two openings for Class of '93, one for Class of '95)

ENVIRONMENTAL COALITION

VI. Secretary's Report (Keri Dailey '94)

—Letters issued to inform representatives of two unexcused absences

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE."!
(Excludes Pies, Cakes, Supers and Giants).
Please present this coupon before ordering. One order per
coupon per customer per visit. Customer must pay any sales
tax due. Not good in combination with any other
promotional offer. Offer good only at participating “TCW
stores. Cash value:
of » cent.

VII. New Business

—RA Bulletin Board in Chase
—Reopen issue about student voice at Faculty Meetings

STUDENT CONDUCT COMMITTEE

Offer Expires: 3/15/92

M

Iff

TCBV

The CountryS Best Yogurt,

The Student Conduct Committee handed down no decision this week.
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“Everclear” alcohol leads to numerous hospitalizations
By Laura Mytels
News Editor
Reactions to consumption of 198proof alcohol, commonly known as
"Everclear," have hospitalized an
alarming number of students in the
period since Winter Break, stated
Christy Tisdale, director of health
services.
In one case, a woman was taken to
the hospital after consuming two
drinks containing this type of alcohol,
said Dale McGee, a licensed substance
abuse counselor who works through
the Health Center. "That's why this is
such an issue to me," he said.
"This is the same thing to bever¬
age alcohol as crack is to cocaine.
Crack is pure coke, and Everclear is
pure alcohol," commented McGee.

The alcohol is often mixed in a
sweet punch, making it difficult to
detect the true content of the drink,
said Tisdale. "It seems to be cropping
up more and more frequently as a
common additive to punch," she re¬
marked.
Instances involving the 198-proof
alcohol have included cases with stu¬
dents reaching Blood Alcohol Content
(BAC) levels in excess of .30. In the
state of Maine, a person under 21
years of age with a BAC over .02 is le¬
gally drunk, with that number rising
to .08 for those over 21. A BAC of .40
causes death.
"With .40 being dead, .30 is threequarters dead," said McGee. "When
we start getting above .30, people are
getting close."
Tisdale is concerned that students

"This is the same thing to beverage alcohol as
crack is to cocaine. Crack is pure coke,
and Everclear is pure alcohol."
Dale McGee,
licensed substance abuse counselor
are unaware of the potency of these
drinks, and that they therefore are un¬
able to accommodate their personal
alcohol limits. Even after a person
"passes out" due to the effects of the
potent alcohol, their BAC continues to
rise to fatal levels.
In addition, those making the
drinks are legally responsible in the
case of injury. "There seems to be a
huge issue of vicarious liability," said
McGee.

The Health Center is also con¬
cerned about the susceptibility of stu¬
dents becoming addicted to Everclear.
"The addiction possibilities are in¬
credible. We're talking about double
the strength, which means it's twice as
addictive," stated McGee.
The alcohol, which is obtained
from a local distributor, is made for
industrial uses and not for consump¬
tion. "It's very similar to dry gas,"
said McGee.

Eccentric presidential candidate deserves consideration
By Evan Halper
Staff Reporter_
There is something ironic about a
presidential candidate preaching an
anti-government position. Jerry
Brown seems to believe that he can
run a successful campaign for Presi¬
dent of the United States by con¬
demning the same practices which al¬
lowed him to succeed initially in the
political arena.
Brown is not seen as a major po¬
litical threat and thus is usually ig¬
nored by the other Democratic candi¬
dates. Nevertheless, his eccentric
ways combined together with his sin¬
cerity make Brown a candidate who
should not be automatically dis¬
counted.
Although his message is received
by only very few open ears, there is
something to be said for both the rea¬
sons Brown is running for the office of
President and the way in which he is
doing so.
A brief look at Brown's campaign
platform is likely to bring about skep¬
ticism in the average voter. At first
glance, Brown comes across as being
more like a fanatic idealist than a seri¬
ous candidate. Calling the current
government corrupt and not repre¬
sentative of its constituents has been a
popular method of gaining support in
the past, but almost never has this tac¬
tic been successful when used to the
extremes that Brown does.

One has to ask why a person run¬
ning for President would put a limit of
only $100 on campaign contributions,
as Brown has done. Brown's lack of
funds doesn't allow him to print large
amounts of campaign literature or air
the thirty second commercials which
have brought previous candidates to
victory. His decision to limit cam¬
paign contributions is virtually politi¬
cal suicide.
But Brown is not a political per¬
son. He is far from being a "team
player." "Governor Moonbeam," as
he had come to be called in California,
refused to take his residence in the
governor's mansion that former Cali¬
fornia Governor Ronald Reagan had
constructed just before him. Instead,
Brown moved into an apartment
across the street and paid his own
rent.
It was this past Monday night that
Brown brought his message to the
twin cities of Lewiston-Auburn by
speaking at the New Auburn Ameri¬
can Legion. The "new" Auburn
American Legion is a building which
looks as though it would be immedi¬
ately condemned by any self-respect¬
ing building inspector.
Reminiscent of an abandoned
tenement, a group of Bates Democrats
unfamiliar with Brown's style were
somewhat surprised that his staff had
chosen that particular building as a
site to inspire people with hismessage.
People began slowly filtering in

Students share ideas with Trustees
Continued from Page 1
One member of each class is
elected annually in at-large elections
to serve on the committee, with the
terms lasting for the remainder of the
student's undergraduate years at
Bates.
As a result, the committee is com¬

posed of four seniors, three juniors,
two sophomores, and one first-year
student.
This year, only men served on the
committee, although this was the first
time in the past four years that the
group was comprised solely of males,
stated Black. "It's not that anyone
votes that way on purpose. I think it's
a coincidence," he said.

and the upper room where Brown was
to speak was eventually packed. The
chairs were broken and the floor was
cracked. Up by the podium was an
American flag which was too large to
fit between the ceiling and floor and
thus it was pushed up about six inches
through one of the cardboard squares
that formed the ceiling.
A group of American Legion¬
naires sat together just in front of a
group of Bates students. One legion¬
naire turned to a Bates student and
asked, "Where are you from?" As the
student replied, "New York," the man
began shaking his head.
"A lot of wierdos there. But it's
okay—I can tell you're straight," said
the legionnaire. The Bates students
looked at each other in disbelief. Why
would a hippie from California
choose to address a group of patriotic
veterans?
It started to make sense when
Brown took the podium. There was
nothing artificial about his manner.
He didn't smile and didn't go for the
token handshake with the person sit¬
ting in the front row of the audience.
He started off with an obscure joke
which clearly went over the heads of
almost everyone who came to hear
him, a definite faux pas when hying to
please a crowd. He was indifferent to
the audience's lack of reaction.
One man in the audience pro¬
claimed that the U.S. must maintain
military spending at current levels be-

NEWS ANALYSIS
cause, as he put it, "Russia can still
kick our ass." With this spectator's
comment, it was made obvious that
not everyone who came to see Brown
had identical views on the issues.
Brown replied to the man's comments
with a blunt disagreement and restat¬
ing of his desire to assist Russia in dis¬
arming their nuclear weapons. Al¬
though a good number of people in
the room probably agreed that Russia
is still a threat, Brown had no problem
addressing the issue head on.
Both Legionnaires and Bates stu¬
dents alike were there to shake the
former governor's hand after he
spoke. His practical approach con¬
vinced many in the audience that the
United States' political system can be
repaired. Brown's honesty instilled a
feeling of trust in his audience, and
eliminated the distance normally felt
between the speaker and the listeners.
Brown's determination and drive
in his political crusade derive a type of
respect from his supporters that most
other politicians never receive. His
refusal to accept large donations is
perhaps the most noble act of any of
the candidates to this date. Every time
one of his opponents accepts another
thousand dollars in a single donation,
Brown's point about special interests
running the government is reiterated
once more.

Cottege^ Variety
88 tRjissett Street

NEW Hours
Mon.- Fri.7AM -12 Midnight Saturday 9AM -12 Midnight
Sunday 1PM -9PM
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Comics-Fantasy Games-Sports Cards

199 Main Street
Lewiston, Maine 04240
_(207) 782-1172_

Now On Sale Thru Feb. 15
50% Off All Boxed Back Issues
20% Off All Games
10% Off All Cards
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CENSORSHIP

Forum

No room for artistic censorship
Two separate incidences in the past week have raised questions
of censorship and freedom of artistic expression in a college com¬
munity.
After submitting posters for her honors thesis production to the
Publicity Department, Amy Robbins '92 was initially told the post¬
ers could not be printed because they contained genitalia. The
posters, which include a line drawing of praying hands turning into
a vulva, symbolize the theme of Robbins's senior thesis. After much
discussion, Robbins was told she could have the posters printed.
Meanwhile, at Secretarial Services, photographs submitted by
Art History Professor Erica Rand were denied for copying, and
Rand received her request back with photographs omitted, alleg¬
edly for copyright reasons. The photographs, like much contempo¬
rary art, were described as "obscene."
It is ironic and puzzling that the creative efforts of individuals
such as Robbins, an honors student, and Rand, a tenured professor,
should be thwarted by outdated regulations on the part of the
College staff. Bates College exists because of and for th$ work of
people like Erica Rand and Amy Robbins, who challenge the status
quo. This is an institution of higher learning and the one place
where creative efforts should not be constrained by convention.
(The Editorial Board approved this editorial by a vote of 6-1.)

THE GRAY CAGE

Multi-purpose space needs work
Two concerts in the last two weeks proved to all members of the
Bates campus that the newly renovated Gray Cage still is not a true
"multi-purpose space." Acoustically, the Cage leaves quite a bit to
be desired. Audience members and performers alike justifiably
complained about the horrendous sound quality in the vast space.
The College must take action and attempt to improve the build¬
ing to make it more appropriate for concerts and large gatherings.
While the building may never be Carnegie Hall, the Cage's sound
cOuld be vastly improved with the help of an audio consultant.
Sound panels and similar contraptions would at least quiet the
deafening echo that results during concerts. Only then will the Gray
Cage be considered a true "multi-purpose space."
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TO PREVENT AIDS
DURING-SEX,
„ I Got
Some of these.

„

_

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Off-campus students overlooked
To the Editor:
Based on observations over the
last couple months a general lack of
communication between the college
and those students who live off- cam¬
pus has been revealed; this is espe¬
cially true for the students who do not
eat in Commons and are unable to sa¬
vor the table mail. While sometimes it
seems unimportant to know about the
next Page party other times it can be
frustrating, one is not informed of the
WRBC registration meeting, for ex¬
ample. While these can be accepted as
part of a trade for civilized living
conditions a recent lack of communi¬
cation cannot be excused. On Friday,
1-17-92, a message was left on all stu¬
dent phones about the most recent re¬
ported rape or "sexual assault" as the
school refers to it. Well actually the
message wasn't left on all student
phones; one had to live on campus to
be privileged to this information. No

notices were delivered to student
boxes. This is distressing. Considering
that one of the earlier reported rapes
occurred at an off-campus location
and that off-campus students are at a
higher risk in general, because of the
removed location and the potential of
a man walking a woman home ending
the evening by raping her.
Information alone will not stop
rape or sexual assaults, we must
change our heads, but an educated
community is essential. The adminis¬
tration in its commendable attempt to
get the information out and save pa¬
per must not ignore those students
who cannot be reached with the push
of four buttons. This along with all of
Lane Hall's other problems must be
fixed.
April Oberle '92
Alexander Dwinnell '93

Lieber, The Student “guilty of libel”
To the Editor:
Mike, Mike, Mike, get your facts
straight:
Fact-On the night of January 15,1992,
I, along with some of my friends de¬
cided to remind the school of the re¬
sults of the war that had been declared
one year ago.
Fact-We decided to use chalk (not
spraypaint) and place some reminders
on some of the buildings around
campus much the same manner as
was done last year, during the war.
Fact-Incident #92-5623 of the Bates
College Security Department is the
record of a report by Safewalks that
we had been seen, and that Security
officers responded. They found us,
and spoke to us. They wrote down our

names etc.
Fact-Larry Johnson, Director of Bates
College Security, confirmed this re¬
port.
Fact-These facts are not in agreement
with the "facts" printed in Mike
Lieber's article in the January 24,1992,
issue of The Bates Student.
Fact-The Oxford dictionary of Current
English (c 1984, Oxford University
Press) defines libel as "1. published
false statement damaging to person's
reputation,.."
Fact-Mike Lieber and The Bates
Student are guilty of libel
Mike, Mike, Mike, you should know
better than that.
Adam H. Spey '94

Editor's Note: On Sunday, January 26 on "Add It Up," a talk show on WRBC
featuring Ian Edmundson '92 and Mark Helm '92, Adam H. Spey '94 admitted
that both he and his roommate Neil Cunningham '93 were responsible for the
chalk on several buildings on campus. Mr. Spey also confirmed the fact that Mr.
Cunningham was indeed responsible for many of the spraypainting incidents as
well. We acknowledge that Mr. Spey only used chalk, not spraypaint. to deface
school property. The Bates Student otherwise stands by "No Credit for
Spraypainting 101" in its entirety.

Due to the large volume of Letters to the Editor received this
week, The Bates Student was not able to print every letter.
Letters not appearing in The Student will appear in the
Forum section next week. •:*•••
.anoir:,:-oT;T
tA

Forum
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“Up against the wall, mother !@#&%!”

___________________________
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By Mark Lunt

nfortunately (?), this piece
will be a response to the cyni¬
cal and willfully dishonest
Mike (Lie)ber column of last week:
"No Credit for Spraypainting 101." A
column (or calumny?) which con¬
tained such a farrago of distortions,
unsubstantiated allegations, and a
cynical use of the Bates workers, in an
attempt to put forward a not-toocleverly disguised political commen¬
tary, whilst masquerading as "report¬
ing."
This is not a defense of Neal
Cunningham and Adam Spey, nor is it
a defense of spraypainting, though I
have done my fair share over the last
year or so, and (Lie)ber kindly refers
to an example of my handiwork - "kill
the rich" - which I sprayed on the new
gymnasium last year. Michael obvi¬
ously missed the humorous hyperbole
of such a statement. (All's fair in love
and class war!). My only regret about
s(pr)aying it was the fact that the Ad¬
ministration would make Mainte¬
nance workers efface any traces of
political activity on campus. (What
qualifies as legitimate political activity
will surface in a moment.)
(Lie)ber is obviously distressed by
the appearance of graffiti on the "pris¬
tine" Bates campus over the last year
or so, especially the spraypaint. One
can picture the young (Lie)ber living
in East Germany and snitching to the
Stasi about people spraying slogans
on the Berlin Wall. To many of us on
campus, the "bare" walls which are
subject to occasional modification, al¬
ready carry a "graffiti" far worse than
anything which myself and others
have sprayed. The message revealed
on/in those "blank" walls is one
which needs to be subverted: each
wall is a physical manifestation of cer-

S

ixteen Bates students, the larg¬
est single delegation, attended
the January 25-26 Student En¬
vironmental
Action
Coalition
(S.E.A.C.) conference on the Northern
Forests Land Study. Students from ten
colleges and four high schools were
present at this conference to hear
speakers address a variety of topics
and issues, and discuss what can still
be done to save the northern forests.
The conference, held at the Uni¬
versity of Maine Orono, was focused
on the Northern Land study. The
study covers an area of 26 million
acres stretching from Maine to New
York. Federal and state committees
were organized to examine the condi¬
tion of these forest lands both eco¬
nomically and environmentally.
The study set up a committee of
landowners, forest based industries
representatives, and environmental¬
ists. The purpose of the council, often
accused of conflicts of interest and
corruption, is to balance environmen¬
tal concerns with regional and busi¬
ness interests. The council, as it stands
now, is controlled by the forest in¬
dustry, and ecological questions are
often poorly answered.
On Saturday, the conference
hosted speakers ranging from Native
Americans to labor unions, from Earth

A TIMMONS VIEW
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tain relations of production,~elass re^:
lations, which ensure that those who
made the bricks, that made the wall,
that built the school, will be denied
access to the very institution they have
constructed. Their exclusion is class
b(i)ased. Remember "class," the dis¬
appearing concept in Amerikan po¬
litical life?
All we are s(pr)aying, is give
Neal a chance ...
On a number of occasions (Lie)ber
re(in)fers to Neal and Adam as com¬
munists. This is quite obviously not
true, and it would take a large stretch
of the imagination to even describe
them as democratic socialists.
Strange, then, that he should assume
that they think they have a "Godgiven right to vandalize" school
property. I was led to believe that
communists were atheists.
(Lie)ber also calls Neal and Adam
vandals. Now I assume he is not re¬
ferring here to the Germanic tribe
which overran Gaul and Spain in the
4th and 5th centuries, so he must be
making reference to people who will¬
fully and ignorantly destroy, damage,
or deface property belonging to oth¬
ers. Neal and Adam can be accused of
many things, but I would suggest that
their actions were not undertaken in
ignorance of their effects. Of course,
the question of property is a more
complex matter which I must bypass
here, though I would suggest that an
analysis of the origins of private
property, and how the college ob¬
tained its vast holdings would be a fit
subject for an inquiring mind and an
independent study.
Apparently, the great oracle
(Lie)ber, has determined that Neal
and Adam's actions have "not
sparked any political discussion."
This is either a very ignorant state¬
ment, or willfully misleading (you
make the call!). The appearance of
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graffiti was part of an ongoing politi¬
cal discourse which has been forcing
its way into the mainstream of Bates
College for the last two or three years,
and its most recent appearances have
generated the Mike (Lie)ber column,
and my response. Surely these qualify
as "political discussion."
(Lie)ber claims that "very reliable
sources" have been providing him
with the information which forms the
backbone (if it has one) of his column.
It is quite possible that I am one of
Michael's "reliable sources." If this is
the case, I should announce to the
community that Mike (Lie)ber is, in
my opinion, the Frank Bums of Bates
College: a snooping, voyeuristic
wretch. I often lie to him, telling him
exactly what he wants to hear, so he
can go on one of his crusades. The liar
has been lied to.
(Lie)ber then dons the hat of art
critic: "they chose to deface several
very pretty buildings on campus."
Some of us might prefer to use the
word "modify," or to see their handi¬
work
as
situationist-inspired
detourned art ("the detournement of
pre-existing aesthetic elements... The
integration of present or past artistic
production into a superior construc¬
tion of a milieu.") Describing the new
gymnasium as a "pretty" building
might be interpreted by some as a
very questionable aesthetic judge¬
ment.
The accusation that in this latest
instance of detournement, Neal and
Adam used spraypaint, is wholly in¬
accurate; they used chalk (taking into
consideration inconveniences to
Maintenance workers and the envi¬
ronment). The "reliable sources"
Continued on Page 6, Column 1

Environmental action depends on students
By Brendan O'Reilly

Page 5

First activists to ecology and biology
professors. Several of the adult speak¬
ers created discord in the group by
arguing tactics. It was not until Sun¬
day when the students themselves sat
down and discussed the issues in
depth that a unified goal was
achieved. At Sunday's meeting, the
students came to a consensus on how
best to save the northern forest lands.

Several of the adult speak¬
ers created discord in the
group by arguing tactics.
It was not until Sunday
when the students themselves sat down and discussed the issues in depth
that a unified goal was
achieved.
The S.E.A.C. groups in the North¬
ern Forest Region, including Maine,
Vermont and New Hampshire, set a
long-term goal of establishing a
healthy ecosystem in the biological
region including the Berkshires, the
Adirondacks, the Gaspi peninsula
(including Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and part of Quebec) and
the states of Maine, Vermont and New
Hampshire by preserving and restor¬
ing biodiversity.

ENVIRONMENTAL EYE
This would include the creation of
an International Forest in this region
incorporating the people already liv¬
ing in this area. Steps toward this goal:
reducing paper consumption, elimi¬
nating chlorine bleaching, and educa¬
tion on environmental issues.
Also at the conference, Peter
Blumberg, the newly elected co-chair
of Bates' Environmental Coalition,
was chosen State Coordinator of
Maine. The Environmental Coalition
on campus will now be directing the
actions of all Maine students involved
in S.E.A.C., started in 1988, is a net¬
work of students from over 1,000
campuses across the country that
work together on environmental is¬
sues. S.E.A.C. is a grassroots move¬
ment that unites small single campus
groups into a powerful force for sav¬
ing the planet. The organization is
completely student run, and the indi¬
vidual regions decide on their actions.
Groups can band together on common
issues through the network. An ex¬
ample of this unified action is the pro¬
test planned at the N.F.L.C. meeting in
Berlin, New Hampshire on February
12.

Editor's Note: "Environmental Eye"
will appear each week by various writers
from the Environmental Coalition.

Male humor
that falls flat
By Jesseca Timmons

A

few weeks ago I was in a nice
bar in a nice part of a city
with some of my friends. A
DJ giving away prizes. In order to win
a prize, you had to get up and tell a
joke. In ten minutes, four men got up
and told jokes. One was about incest,
one was a "dumb blonde" joke, one
was about yeast infections, and one
was a charming little song entitled
"Gang Bang." Stop, it's too funny.
The good part about the evening
was that all four men were booed off
stage by men and women alike. The
offending men shuffled off stage amid
waving middle fingers and shouts of
"Pig" from around the audience. The
ironic thing about these men getting
up and joking about women, sex, and
women's sexuality is that their jokes
alienate them from any women with
half a brain. They may have thought
they were impressing us chicks in the
third row. They probably saw them¬
selves as big manly studs at the mi¬
crophone. We saw drunken blathering
wide-eyed drooling idiots old enough
to be our fathers who could barely
pronounce "incest". Pathetic.
We all sat there like, what's next?
Bathroom jokes? Dead baby jokes?
"Where's the Beef" jokes? These guys
probably hadn't heard the one about
why the chicken crossed the road. The
word "vagina" probably makes them
turn red and collapse with mirth. That
and "boobies," or maybe "peepee."
This brand of humor seems to be¬
long to a certain caliber of people, the
same caliber of people who also con¬
sider anything having to do with bio¬
logical processes a tootin' riot. These
people make a lot of jokes about
beans. They are obsessed with penises. They give their genitalia
proper names like "Jackhammer" or
"Big Eddy."
They wear "Who
farted?" t-shirts.
If they drive large vehicles, they
have those mudflaps like Earl's in
"Thelma and Louise." If they drive
small vehicles, they have Playboy
Bunny air-fresheners and license
plates that spell out "1 BIG GUY." Bad
male humor is not confined to any
class or location, either. A female
alumna of The Harvard Lampoon once
counted the number of penis jokes in
the world-famous humor magazine
from the country's best university.
The result: one penis joke per page. Ap¬
parently Harvard men can't get over
the pure hysteria of male genitalia any
better than the Earl on the street.
Recently I watched a Mel Brooks
movie and it was the same thing.
What is the joke here? Men have penises, yes, they do! There they are,
every day! Men have penises! Yup!
They got 'em! Now why is that so
funny? Funny looking, maybe. It
seems to me to prove Freud wrong.
Maybe men do not have penis pride.
Maybe they have penis embarrass¬
ment. They try to laugh it off, but it's
there.
The woman-bashing was, any¬
way, a failure; despite the fact that
there were one third as many women
as men in the bar. This was wonderful
to behold. The men in question made,
well, penises of themselves.
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Liberal arts and the ever-narrowing field of career choices
By Tina Gibson
y mother told me I could be
anything I wanted to be.
She lied.
I just don't mean that I will never
be a nuclear physicist or a member of
the Jamaican bobsled team; I mean
that each year I discover that there are
more limits to my possible career
choices.
Early on, I ruled out gymnastics
as a career. We used to be divided
into groups based on ability: while all
the good girls got to be in groups with
names like apple or orange or banana,
I was getting stuck in groups with
names like prune or lime or guava.
Tumble on your own time, I was told.
I eliminated singing as an option
in the fifth grade when I was told that
my voice was best appreciated by the
floorboards, and could I please sing in
that direction? Drawing was never
even an issue (velvet was my favorite

medium, anyway). The last time I
acted was when my elementary
school had a Christmas pageant and
they guessed it would be okay if there
were four wise men, er, people (I
brought Juicy-fruit, if you were won¬
dering). So much for the glamour ca-

I eliminated singing as an
option in the fifth grade
when I was told that my
voice was best appreciated
by the floorboards, and
could I please sing in that
direction?
reers.
But I know there must be a career
for me somewhere. One way to find
out was to take one of the personality
tests that the Office of Chronic Stress
gives out (it matches your personality
with those of people in varying pro¬
fessions). It seems I am not cut out to

be a florist, mechanic, sportscaster,
stock broker, insurance agent, taxi-cab
driver, nurse, beautician, secretary, or
undertaker.
I will never discover the cure for
AIDS, nor give Christie Brinkley a run
for her money. I should stay away
from children and leave anyone over
the age of sixty-five alone. Housewif¬
ery leaves me cold, as does being the
friendly, neighborhood Roto-rooter.
Notice I'm not even talking about
things that I'm qualified to do; that list
is so small as to be microscopic. ("Ah,
yes, Ms. Gibson, what useful job skills
would you bring to the position?" "I
can think critically." "Think critically
- how quaint. Next!") All I'm trying
to do is find a career that I would like
and that I have some remote possibil¬
ity of achieving: one for which every
day, for the next forty years, I would
leap out of bed, eager and willing to
work. Napping, I suppose, is not a vi¬
able career option.
Well, there's always writing. I
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love to write and can manage to string
together sentences so that all the right
grammatical parts go in all the right
grammatical places. When I told my
father that some people suggested I
try writing for my life's vocation, he
told me that anyone could write glib
columns and that wasn't all I wanted
for my life now, was it? Um, guess
not. (But Dad, War and Peace has al¬
ready been written).
So the great career search contin¬
ues. With each passing day, I elimi¬
nate more and more career choices (I
now know that I would rather marry
Axl Rose than work with computers).
I'm getting a little desperate; I am
starting to stare wistfully at those
commercials on TV that start out with,
"Is it your dream to be a tractor trailer
operator? Drive a BIG RIG and see the
country." If fuzzy dice are included,
count me in.

All we are “spraying” is give Adam and Neal a chance
Continued from Page 4
strike out again. One begins to won¬
der if any of (Lie)ber's column is reli¬
able.
In a couple of telling instances
(Lie)ber reveals his political motiva¬
tions: this is not an issue of graffiti, or
inconvenience to workers, it is about
his distaste for the political messages.
He refers to the graffiti as "drivel" and
"this garbage." These are comments
about content, not the form in which it
was presented. I find it deeply offen¬
sive that (Lie)ber should hide his
views behind a superficial (at best)
concern for workers at Bates.
Novelty Before Justice?
"(W)e've heard it all before," cries
the outraged (Lie)ber. Unfortunately,
some (many?) have not heard it all
before, and the fact that the omni¬
scient (Lie)ber has heard it all before
has not made any of the problems go
away. Perhaps if we remain silent
about poverty, racism, sexism,
homophobia, and war, they'll just go
away. Rather unlikely, don't you
think? The reason these problems
persist is because people have re¬
mained silent, or have been silenced,
for too long. This brings us to the
question of what is legitimate political

action. Writing letters to senators and
congress people is futile, as is writing
articles for our student newspaper
(screaming into the void!), so we have
to find alternative means of commu¬
nicating our marginalized messages.
Remember, the master's tools will not
dismantle the master's house.
According to (Lie)ber the genera¬
tion of graffiti is creating a "worker's
nightmare" (sic). Now, maybe I just
have a very different set of priorities
than Michael (though they are work¬
ing-class in origin), but I would have
thought that the issue of graffiti re¬
moval would be low down on the list
of those things contributing to the
workers' nightmare, falling behind
such issues as low wages, inadequate
health care, unsafe working condi¬
tions, no job security, general exploi¬
tation, etc. Maybe I'm wrong! I won¬
der if the Petrograd Soviet was set up
to protest graffiti removal?
To digress slightly, 1 must add
that these two villains, Neal and
Adam, were at the forefront of the
campaign to get the French-speaking
ban reversed. Where was the guard¬
ian of the proletariat, (Lie)ber, when
we needed him?
This next quotation from (Lie)ber
reveals the "truth" of his column:

"Paying people to stand outside for
hours on end in the bitter cold scrub¬
bing and sandblasting this garbage
means paying more for a Bates educa¬
tion." Ah, the nub, the gist, the core,
the essence! So (Lie)ber is not really
concerned about Bates workers, but
about mummy and daddy's bank bal¬
ance. He will, though, persist in his
hypocrisy for the remainder of the
column.
As if he hasn't treated us to
enough cant and foolishness, the in¬
defatigable (Lie)ber plows on. He
seems, at one point in his article, to be
equating the application of graffiti to
buildings ("this assault"), with acts of
physical and/or sexual violence. I
sincerely hope that (Lie)ber is not sug¬
gesting that rape and graffiti applica¬
tion are of equal gravity.
Comic Relief?(Lie)ber wouldn't be
the same without his wonderful sense
of humor, and toward the end of his
column he supplies us with a humor¬
ous section: "many students chose
Bates because it offers a beautiful
campus away from the 'urban squalor
they came from'." As the laughter
subsides we can look at that state¬
ment. Do many Bates students come
from areas of urban squalor? The
truth of the matter is that some Bates
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students may come from cities which
have sections of "urban squalor," but
most of them sure as hell don't live in
those sections. This is a surprisingly
imprecise use of the language for a
Rhetoric major, and the construction
of the whole argument is question¬
able, to say the least.
In closing his column, (Lie)ber re¬
turns to his tried and tested, or rather
tired and tested, role as defender of
the proletariat: "Neal and Adam, put
yourselves in the shoes of Mainte¬
nance workers who have to stand in
sub zero temperatures erasing your
assault on our home." If this is, as
(Lie)ber would have us believe, our
home, why are we leaving all the
cleaning to other people, especially
those who are denied access to our
home on a purely financial/class ba¬
sis? (Lie)ber might be used to having
servants at home, so this arrangement
will not be alien to him, but to many of
us it is offensive that one group of
people should have to clean up the
waste of others. If you are so con¬
cerned about (y)our home, Mike, get
out there and help clean up those
things which seem to offend you so
deeply.
The writing's on the wall for
(Lie)ber.

___

Spraypainting means “someone still gives a damn”
To the Editor:
Mike Lieber's article "No credit
for Spraypainting 101" was a rather
distressing article. It showed a prime
example of the ignorance that Adam
and Neal were trying to combat. It
seems that in writing this article Mike
never even approached Adam or
Neal for comment, instead he wrote
the article entirely as he saw it. Since it
is placed in the Forum section of the
Student, it is supposedly justified, but
perhaps it is The Student's job to get
the other side of the argument repre¬
sented, otherwise it is poor one-sided
journalism.
Mike says "stop reading your au¬
dience so badly. Most people at Bates
are either left of center or just plain
Apathetic." That is exactly why they

did their graffiti. If our campus was
aware and active, the need for graffiti
would not exist. It is because most
everyone is so dead that the need to
stimulate exists. Posters can only go so
far, most are overlooked. When I first
saw the graffiti and every time I
passed it, I welcomed it saying "Hey!
Someone still gives a damn."
The fact that Bates is so excluded
from outside problems does not create
an excuse for ignoring them, they still
exist.
Mike also says "These folks stand
for creating a communist society in
the United States and the world."
Where get this? There was no graffiti
saying "YAY COMMUNISM!" Not
supporting a capitalistic government
does not necessarily mean supporting

a Communist one. That was a small
part of the graffiti too, a lot of it was
trying to raise awareness of the out¬
come of our "glorious" war in Iraq.
Secondly by saying this is Mike im¬
plying that the Graffiti would be
alright if it were done by a more con¬
servative faction.
Finally, sometimes ones prin¬
ciples must be compromised for a
greater net good. The fumes of
spraypaint are definitely detrimental
to our atmosphere, but what about the
millions and millions of cars that
constantly swarming over our Earth.
Or what about Luca Zanin, who when
questioned by Mike on the back page
says he drives to Commons from JB.
Mike does not criticize him, what
good do the fumes of his car do? At

least there is a purpose behind Neal
and Adam's spraypaint.
This letter does not commend
graffiti, it commends the political ex¬
pression presented in this case by
graffiti, it encourages people to speak
out and not be apathetic. Alone it is
hard to do much, but united as one,
nothing can stop us.
Sincerely,
Peter Blumberg '95
P.S. After this letter was written, I
found out that they were not even us¬
ing spray paint when they were
busted; they were using chalk.
Editor's Note: See note on page 4.
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Cunningham should act like a “competent member of community”
To the Editor:
I have never written to The Stu¬
dent regarding Bates political matters;
I find that it can get reduced to a
shooting match between Professor
Hochstadt and Mr. Samuelson. But I
felt I must comment on Neal
Cunningham's letter in last week's is¬
sue.
I read Mike Lieber's article about
the recent spraypainting on Campus.
This article named Mr. Cunningham
as one of the offenders. I then turned
the page to read Mr. Cunningham's
statement regarding the RA. He
states: "We are all competent adults

here, so let's design a system meant
for competent adults, and put it into
place." Really, Mr. Cunningham? You
are not a competent member of the
Bates community. Being a "competent
adult" at Bates College means being
capable of being part of a community,
living and acting within the guide¬
lines set by that society. Guidelines
that are agreed on and supported by
the majority of its members. You are
right, Mr. Cunningham, this is not the
real world. In the real world people
would not be punished for saying
sexual or racial slurs. We all agreed to
live within this community freely, and
in doing so agreed to supply estab¬

lished avenues of action to change the
system. It is hard to think of Mr.
Cunningham as a competent adult
when he ignores the guidelines he
consciously agreed to live by.
Mr. Cunningham goes on to sug¬
gest that we allow all members of the
Bates community to vote on issues re¬
garding the College. I agree, this is a
great idea. It means letting the main¬
tenance staff vote on the issue per¬
taining to the daily activity of the Col¬
lege. If this were to happen the first
thing that I would vote for , and the
maintenance workers I talked with
agree, is to make Neal clean up his

mess.
It is my opinion, that Mr.
Cunningham should compare what
he says to what he does. I would like
to add that President Jefferson said
that we (Americans) should have a
revolution periodically. He also said
that we should first listen to the ma¬
jority of the people and their wishes. I
am sorry, Neal, I do not hear the rest
of the members of this community
backing you up when you spraypaint
the walls.
Sincerely,
Ted Bernhard '92

Sexual assault case editorial “grossly mistaken”
To the Editor:
I believe that last week's Forum
editorial, "Stop Blaming the Adminis¬
tration," is grossly mistaken in its as¬
sertion that, "the College is getting a
bad rap for the personal choice of four
victims of violent crimes." The out¬
come of the events following the re¬
cent expulsion of a student for rape
and sexual assault is the direct result
of the Administration's behavior, and
of its behavior alone. In refusing to
notify both the Bates community and
the larger public of the presence of a
possible rapist, and of the hearing
which led to expulsion of the accused
student, the Administration was ob¬
viously attempting to suppress the
case and silence the issues it raised.
This shrewd but unsuccessful attempt
was the sole cause of the subsequent
media investigation and of the "mud"
which has soiled the otherwise im¬
maculate white dress worn by the Ad¬
ministration (Ha!). What I am sug¬
gesting is that the Administration
tripped over its own two feet, once
again, and fell into the mud. The me¬
dia attention warranted by such be¬
havior was in no way intended or in¬
stigated by the "personal choice" of
the victims, and that The Student

would blame these four women is
nothing less than atrocious.
The writer of the editorial (Your
Royal Anonymity!) apparently be¬
lieves that the reputation of Bates is
somehow vitally important, and that
the four women should have consid¬
ered the vulnerability of this reputa¬
tion before acting. Is a reputation truly
important, and if so, then to whom?
Who suffers or benefits from its con¬
tent? In my opinion, a reputation is
merely an expression of the provisions
and conditions which actually exist,
and as such, I do not think that it is
vitally important to the students. For
the individual student, a safe environ¬
ment and a trustworthy administra¬
tion, for example, are much more
valuable than any secondary expres¬
sion of these actualities. The answer to
our question seems to be revealing it¬
self, but in an effort to salvage the
small remnant of respect needed to
justify my presence here, not to men¬
tion the amount of money my family
has willingly handed over, I'll not go
into further detail. Yes, much to my
dismay, it all comes down to money.
Or does it?
The Administration, and The Student as well, should stop worrying
about the reputation of that fine New

England college called Bates and face
the numerous diseases which con¬
tinue to plague our community. A
Bates student raped two women and
assaulted several others, but this is not
a reflection of the College as a whole
nor of the character of its students.
That these women were violated is a
reflection of a much deeper and more
widespread problem. That the Ad¬
ministration tried to suppress the case,
however, and that the Deans disre¬
garded various rights of the witnesses
are sufficient cause for scrutiny. The
Deans and the Student Conduct Com¬
mittee realize that their procedures
are not flawless. They may even be¬
lieve, as I do, that all persons involved
in this case were victimized by the ju¬
dicial process currently in effect, by
the Committee's execution of this
process, and also by seemingly trivial
matters (the seating arrangement
within the hearing room for example).
Nevertheless, we cannot expect the
Deans or the Committee to recognize
every flaw and admit every mistake.
We must contribute our observations
if we hope to see revision and im¬
provement. If media coverage is nec¬
essary to inspire social discourse and
constructive criticism, then so be it.
In conclusion I have a question for

The Student regarding last week's
"Question on the Quad": In what
ways are you lazy? Please discontinue
your search for campus comedians
and address the issues which demand
discussion.
Megan E. Black '91
Editor's Note: Unfortunately, Megan
Black failed to read last week's edito¬
rial very closely. The editorial, "Stop
Blaming the Administration," explic¬
itly stated that "the four women are
not to blame." The Student believes
that the handling of a rape case should
be the personal choice of the victim
without intrusion from the College or
Lewiston authorities unless it is in¬
vited. Contrary to a Lewiston SunJournal editorial, we believe a victim
of rape does not have a "moral obliga¬
tion" to report the rape.
Incidentally, Evan Silverman, not
"Your Royal Anonymity," wrote the
editorial. Editorials that appear in the
newspaper each week are written by a
member of the editorial board and ap¬
proved by the other board members.
The Bates Student meets every Sunday
night at 7:00 pm, Room 224, Chase
Hall, and welcomes everyone.

“It's the time of year for snowstorms and libel inThe Student”
To the Editor:
Once again it's that time of year
for sudden snowstorms, skating on the
puddle, and of course libel in The Stu¬
dent. A student recently felt compelled
to voice his opinion not by doing con¬
crete research, but in a more rotting -1
mean, biodegradable - fashion. Obvi¬
ously, he thinks it's his god-given right
to vandalize the truth, but this libel has
not sparked any intelligent discussion,
only ridicule for a person who de¬
serves it.
First off, the important things like
names and dates must be known.
Well it all started on and around the
weekend after winter break when ac¬
cording to a "reliable source," Neal
Cunningham '93 and Adam Spey '94
were caught in the act of
spraypainting by a couple of
Safewalkers. This information ap¬
peared in the January 24 issue of The
Bates Student,in a piece written by
Mike Lieber.
Wait a minute. The weekend after
break was January 10 (Friday)-12
(Sunday). According to a reliable

source, a.k.a. myself (who heard the
story directly from the so-called "art¬
ists" themselves), Adam and Neal
were stopped by Security in the early
morning of January 16. Adam had a
piece of chalk in his pocket, which he
gave to Security Officer Dick Cloutier.
They did not have spray paint, nor
were they "caught in the act" of doing
anything wrong.
Anyway, so what if they were
writing bn walls with chalk? It will
wash off in the next rain. If a person
really objects to it s/he can just go out
and buy an eraser. Furthermore, we
were assured by the administration
last year that we could write on walk¬
ways and buildings with chalk, and
that maintenance would not be called
in to wash it off.
So what do we know? Well we
know that Mike Lieber started off with
wrong information, and then went on
to use that information to cast disper¬
sions in Adam's and Neal's intelli¬
gence, politics, and financial situa¬
tions.
te
And speaking of financial situa¬

tions, Mr. Lieber poses the question,
"Do Neal, Adam, and people close to
them have trouble paying their tu¬
ition? Are they on financial aid? Do
they live in cushy neighborhoods and
drive shiny foreign cars?" As some¬
one close to Adam and Neal, I feel
compelled to answer some of these
questions. Yes, I have trouble paying
my tuition. I would have gone to a
private high school if I could afford it,
but . . . public school was good
enough. No, I'm not on financial aid I'm one of those people who doesn't
quite qualify for aid and can't quite
afford Bates. I am currently working'
two minimum-wage campus jobs,
usually 12-16 hours a week, more if I
have time. My used foreign car is not
very shiny and it is not taking to the
Maine climate very well.
Any more questions? How about
asking the people who can answer
them, rather than making up your
own scenario?
And now I'd like to ask some of
my own questions. Why was such an
obviously libelous article published in

The Student? Do we pay $21,400 to
have our ideas suppressed and to be
publicly libeled? Or do we pay for an
environment where the free exchange
of ideas is possible? After four years
of hearing the mindless dribble that
Mr. Lieber's article exemplifies, this
student who came here slightly left of
center is leaving here a radical.
Meredith Gilfeather '92
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GLBA members voice struggles and concerns
By Beck Schoenfeld

Focus Editor
There was general agreement
among interviewed members of the
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Alliance
(GLBA) that Bates fosters more of a
subtle homophobia rather than ex¬
plicit hostility.
"I think it's [homophobia] not
overt," commented an anonymous
female GLBA member from the class
of '92. "People who are very wellmeaning come up with some outra¬
geous assumptions every now and
then."
She further acknowledged the re¬
cent trend by Bates students to assure
others of their heterosexuality.
"Lately I've noticed in classes that
people have a tendency to declare that
they're straight," she observed. As an
example, she recalled an instance
when one student in class commented
on a certain theory by beginning, "I'm
not gay or anything, but -". "It's like
they're trying to remove themselves
from us," she reasoned.
Regarding campus receptivity in
general, she expressed her need to
"monitor what I say and test the wa¬
ters with friends. There are those who
will freak out, and those who won't."
However, she did stress her overall
positive experience with faculty
members.
Addressing the issue of identity,
she emphasized that "a lot of people
don't question anything until they get
on campus." Although she is ada¬
mant about not labeling herself, she
elaborated on her own transformation
while at Bates. "I came in very
straight with a few questions my first
year, I went away junior year, and
since I've been back, I've been active

in the GLBA."
While she defined the GLBA as a
"very safe place for people who are
out or in or in between," she also
wished she sometimes had never been
open. "Once you're out, you can't go
back," she noted. "I feel like I have to
explain myself a lot. It gets to be your
issue, and it's not always that big of a
deal."
However, she didn't point the
finger solely at Bates. "Homophobia
is going to be anywhere you go," she
said. "The nice thing about Bates is
that there's discussion going."
Co-coordinator of the GLBA
Kevin Kapila '93 stated that one
problem inherent in the Bates com¬
munity involves the representation of
the gay and lesbian community by
one individual. "People assume we're
all alike," commented Kapila. "Some
are more political, and some are more
open about their sexuality. We be¬
come one perspective because we're
so small."
Echoing aforementioned senti¬
ments, Kapila referred to homophobia
at Bates as "subliminal discrimina¬
tion." He provided such examples as
GLBA signs being ripped down soon
after they were posted and hearing
sidejokes in Commons. According to
Kapila, gay and lesbian students are
received well by certain students, but
"these are the same people that don't
necessarily need to be reached."
Kapila noted the GLBA's influ¬
ence in implementing a brief policy
explanation of homophobia to be
separated from racist and sexist dis¬
crimination in next year's student
handbook. However, he also ex¬
plained the GLBA's struggle as an or¬
ganization to balance the needs of
counseling with education. "No mat¬

ter what policies exist and how posi¬
tive things seem, this is not a com¬
pletely comfortable environment until
more people come out on campus," he
said.
Eric Douglas '92 particularly
elaborated on struggle between the
two roles of the GLBA. 'The support
group does an adequate job, but it
can't meet the needs of everyone be¬
cause there are quite a few people ei¬
ther gay, lesbian, or bisexual who are
at different stages in dealing with their
sexuality," he clarified. "Then the
political role causes problems because
the support group must maintain a
low profile and remain confidential,"
added Douglas.
Although Douglas never person¬
ally experienced harassment at Bates,
he acknowledged the "underground
hostility existing behind backs and
closed doors." He additionally de¬
scribed the faculty and administration
as "more accepting, but it's in their
position to be more accepting. They
have a certain reputation to uphold
about the institution," he added.
Douglas stated that homophobia
at Bates was only a "reflection" of the
outside world. "I thought I could
come to Bates and be the person who I
really was. I lived in Smith [Hall] my
first year and felt anxiety about telling
people what I was about," he ex¬
plained. Douglas didn't attend Bates
without asking "internal questions"
and combatting "personal struggles."
Despite the fact that all three per¬
sons interviewed agreed upon a co¬
vert state of homophobia at Bates, two
individuals did state that an incident
of explicit, intentional harassment oc¬
curred last semester. The victim chose
not to follow through with any formal
charges.

Gay and Lesbian
Is Bates receptive t

Faculty member explains why she is “out”

I

By Erica Rand

have been asked to write a col¬
umn on what it's like to be les¬
bian or gay at Bates from a fac¬
ulty perspective. I begin with an ob¬
servation about one thing queer fac¬
ulty have in common with "straight"
faculty: we work too hard. As a result,
adding article-writing to an already
overloaded week is next to impos¬
sible, but I offer here a few observa¬
tions.
My time at Bates has been quite
eye-opening. When I accepted the job
in 1990,1 expected to find a relatively
open atmosphere. Bates cultivates a
liberal reputation, and I had been as¬
sured that "nobody would care"
about my sexual orientation. My ex¬
perience has been somewhat different.
I discovered that I was the only out
female faculty member, although
there are several out men, and that
queer students did not consider Bates
a supportive environment.
To be sure, Bates is better than
many places I've been. I taught at one
school where it was so unsafe to be out
that it took four years to discover that
a woman down the hall from me was
also a dyke, and she could only name
one other. I taught at another school
where even being out as a feminist
threatened to, and did, cost me my
job. Bates, at least, enables me to
speak out without immediate threat of
dismissal, and to teach courses on les¬
bian and gay issues.

I choose to be out on campus partly because I view
lesbian visibility as a necessary political strategy for the
achievement of lesbian and gay rights, partly because I
wish I had been able to find lesbian teachers in college
when I was struggling with my own sexuality,...
Erica Rand, assistant professor of art

But all, obviously, is not rosy, either
for students or for faculty and staff. I
learned during the controversy over
the suppression of gay content at the
Museum, as students of color discov¬
ered during the Student Conduct
Committee [SCC] racism fiasco, that
getting prodiversity action requires
inordinately more work than getting
pro-diversity rhetoric.
I have also learned, as a faculty
advisor for GLBA [Gay Lesbian Bi¬
sexual Alliance], that gay, lesbian, and
bisexual students listen daily to anti¬
gay jokes in Commons, and face a real
threat of ridicule and harassment, of
which the incidents detailed in The
Student last year represent merely a
fraction. It is clear, too, given the
standard (low) estimate that 10% of
the population is gay or lesbian, that
most gay and lesbian faculty and staff
also feel the need to be closeted here.
(Thus, the fact that I am writing this as
an "out" lesbian does not reflect the
position of most lesbians, gays, and
bisexuals on this campus.)
Of course, there are many reasons
to choose to be closeted, not all related
to safety issues or job security. I

choose to be out on campus partly
because I view lesbian visibility as a
necessary political strategy for the
achievement of lesbian and gay rights,
partly because I wish I had been able
to find lesbian teachers in college
when I was struggling with my own
sexuality, and partly because I'm just
tired of hiding it, which entails a lot of
physical and emotional work I'd
rather expend elsewhere.
Others feel that their sexuality is a
private matter, about which they
would choose to keep quiet in any
case. I certainly respect this view, and
would never try to persuade someone
otherwise. What troubles me is not the
closetedness of people like this, but of
people who just don't feel safe being
out here, of which there are many.
This is not such a bad place to be a
lesbian teacher. But it will never be a
really good place until every gay and
lesbian teacher feels free to make the
choice I did, whether they exercise
that choice or not.
Erica Rand serves as advisor to the Gay
Lesbian Bisexual Alliance in addition to
being an assistant professor of art.

Alexis Gentile photos.

By Brian E. Powers
Staff Reporter

>ian life at Bates

:ive to the needs of
d lesbians?

Among the heterosexual Bates
population, many perceive the Gay
Lesbian Bisexual Alliance (GLBA) as
an extremely small and insular, but
nevertheless vocal organization.
"I'm in support of the GLBA, but
I also feel that it needs to find a way to
integrate itself more successfully into
the campus," commented Gurbir
Grewal '95. "Instead of shocking
people and forcing their views upon
others, they should seek ways to edu¬
cate people in more subtle ways."
Another student, Duncan White
'95, disagreed, explaining that the or¬
ganization "does not seem at all
pressing in forcing other peoples'
views." He elaborated that a defini¬
tive positive aspect of the GLBA is that
"it lets people at Bates know that its
members are comfortable with their

sexual orientation, and that may help
to make people more open."
Associate Professor of English
Carole Taylor, who formerly served as
a faculty advisor for the GLBA, ex¬
plained that the "alliance serves more
as a public support group, rather than
an organization that seeks to trans¬
form already ingrained viewpoints; to
think that the GLBA could alone
change people's attitudes about ho¬
mosexuality would be an extremely
unfair expectation."
She added that she senses that
"many Bates students, like contempo¬
rary society in general, are deeply
homophobic."
Taylor also noted a disparity in
the viewpoints concerning issues of
sexuality among Bates students and
faculty. "Faculty members seem very
sympathetic to the efforts of the
GLBA, while students not always are.
For example, I do not know any fac¬

ulty members who would say any
crass, insensitive comments about ho¬
mosexuals, while I know students
who would."
However, she explained, this does
not
necessarily
mean
that
homophobia doesn't exist among fac¬
ulty members. Rather, she added that
discrimination by faculty members
may be more subtle and discreetly
disclosed.
All students and faculty members
interviewed agreed that gays, lesbi¬
ans, and bisexuals are acknowledged
by most as a distinct minority on the
Bates campus. "With so few people
who are openly gay on campus, it's
obviously difficult for those who are,
and that is where the GLBA plays an
important role," commented a student
from the class of '95.
"If nothing else, it (the GLBA)
keeps the issue alive," concluded
Taylor.

Political Science class studies gay/lesbian theory
By Laura Allen
Staff Reporter
Until recently, Gay and Lesbian
studies at Bates were limited to As¬
sistant Professor of Art Erica Rand's
"Issues of Sexuality and the Study of
Art" and Associate Professor of Ger¬
man Denis Sweet's short term on
German sexuality. Now, the Political
Science department has made a sec¬
ond contribution with PS 298, "Sexu¬
ality and the Politics of Difference."
Winter of 1992 marks the first semes¬
ter the class has been offered.
Conceived and taught by Associ¬
ate Professor of Political Science Bill
Corlett, Sexuality and the Politics of
Difference offers students a contem¬
porary theoretical angle on gay and
lesbian politics. "This course fills two
needs," said Corlett. "I want to see the
Political Science Department contrib¬
ute to gay and lesbian studies, and we
really need courses that rely on recent
developments in contemporary

theory."
Corlett stressed the importance of
the class' focus on the politics of dif¬
ference rather than on identity poli¬
tics, a discipline that "fixed identity on
sexual practices." Both Rand and
Sweet were instrumental in suggest¬
ing bibliographies for the class, as well
as in sharing ideas over the title. "The
title is designed to avoid stereotypes,"
affirmed Corlett.
Corlett presides over a diverse
class with varied viewpoints. "People
who are homophobic aren't going to
go to it, but it's also a form where
students can ask questions and not be
crucified for it," commented Olivia
Wakefield '92, a student in the class.
"It seems to me that the majority
of the people there are those who are
interested in the topic rather than po¬
litical science majors who are required
to take the class," observed Jim Noone
'92.
Is the class an important addition
to the Bates curriculum? Corlett said

definitely. "There are not many
courses in gay and lesbian studies ev¬
erywhere, and only in the last five
years has there been recent publishing
of very sophisticated theory [about
gay and lesbian issues]," he clarified.
Wakefield seemingly added, "It's
absolutely necessary to bring [this
type of class] to Bates because the lev¬
els of harassment have become in¬
creasingly more observable."
For students like Noone who
haven't previously taken a political
science class, the course is thus far,
successful in raising individual
awareness. "I didn't realize what
theoretical foundations were there for
these movements," he remarked. "It
[PS 298] will be a great place for com¬
munication."
Some students, however, raised
concern over the emphasis on theory
rather than personal experience. "All
this theory came from personal expe¬
rience!" said Wakefield.

Male student details gay experience at Bates
By Kevin Kapila

W

hen writing a column that
deals with being Gay in
the Bates Community, one
might instantly assume that my views
represent those of the Gay Lesbian Bi¬
sexual Alliance (GLBA) or those of all
the Gay Lesbian Bisexual students on
this campus. Even though I am one of
the co-coordinators of the GLBA, my
experiences as well as those of other
students are all very different. I gen¬
erally would like to deal with two is¬
sues: coming out and being an openly
Gay student on this campus.
When coming out, Gays, Lesbi¬
ans, and Bisexuals often have to de¬
fend their sexuality. They are often
doubted and are thought to be going
through a phase. They are asked what
caused it, as though not falling into
the heterosexual category is a disease.
Gays, Lesbians, and Bisexuals are
questioned about what is natural to
them. People make the assumption
that everyone is heterosexual, unless
they claim otherwise. It is then as¬
sumed that there is obviously some¬
thing that is wrong with them.

Now what if the tables were
turned, and someone asked what you
thought caused your heterosexuality?
How can you know until you have
tried it? Well you can be heterosexual,
but why do you have to flaunt it in my
face? These questions came from the
heterosexual questionnaire written by
the organization Queer Nation. Most
people are offended when their het¬
erosexuality is questioned. Yet, most
people would find it normal to ask
these questions of someone who states
they are Gay, Lesbian, or Bisexual.
When a person decides to come
out about their sexuality, which is a
lifelong process because unless stated
otherwise people will assume you are
heterosexual, they have to constantly
deal with being questioned. This
leads me to talking about what it is
like to be open about one's sexuality
on this campus. Being openly Gay on
this campus makes one a defender, an
educator, and a counselor for Gay,
Lesbian, and Bisexual issues.
It involves being consciously
aware of your sexuality at all times,
ranging from the lack of homosexual
issues in the classroom, to hearing pa¬
thetic homophobic jokes around cam¬

pus. This may lead one to wonder,
"Why be open about it at all?" While
labels may be confining in some ways,
they may also be very liberating. I feel
-by being open I have more control
over my life, and that I am being more
honest with myself. When I was hid¬
ing who I was, I was living in a con¬
stant state of fear, watching every
move I made so as not to give any¬
thing away.
This is not to say that once "out"
all problems will disappear. It doesn't
mean I won't be discriminated
against, laughed at, or be in danger of
physical harm. When these things
occur, I feel I have the strength to face
them head on.
I hope that my whole life will not
be a struggle, and that is another rea¬
son why I am open about my sexual¬
ity. People need to understand that
heterosexuality is not everything.
Normal is a relative term, it is what a
person is comfortable with. I hope
that people will not judge a person
based on their sexuality, but for the
person they are.
Kevin Kapila '93 serves as co-coordinator
of the Gay Lesbian Bisexual Alliance.
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By Laura Allen
Staff Reporter
Directions to see student draw¬
ings displayed in Olin Arts Center -enter the building, go down the stairs
to your left, down the hall, and the
case is there on your right. Contrary
to what many assume, these drawings
are accessible.
It is evident that student artwork
is not something that's easily seen
around campus, with exception to the
work displayed on the walls in the
Benjamin Mays Gallery, the painting
of the purple circus face, the rubber
chicken photocopied over and over
again and the faceless figure wrapped
in green. One is compelled to ask: "Is
this all the student artwork there is?"
Rebecca Corrie, chair of the Art
department,
explained
the
department's rationale in displaying
student work. The art in Benjamin
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Mays is part of Bates' permanent col¬
lection of purchased student work
and won't be added to anytime soon,
says Corrie. She explains that the per¬
manent collection of student work as a
whole is no longer being supple¬
mented because of storage limitations.
While the Mays Gallery seems like an
ideal place to exhibit student work,
Corrie sees it is "a problem in the
sense that it's not a secure area; it's a
coatroom."
In addition to the Mays Gallery,
Olin Arts Center displays student
work. In the past, two small glass ex¬
hibition cases existed as the only ex¬
hibition areas displaying student art,
both located in two corners deep
within the building. However, due to
student and faculty suggestion, a
larger exhibition wall has been in¬
stalled in one of the same corners
(originally designed to be a 'student
lounge').

Corrie sees the location as ben¬
eficial to the type of work displayed
there. "It suits everyone better to have
that kind of work in a classroom area,"
she says, and indicates that work on
display is often uncompleted.
Last semester, Donald Lent's
Color class used a wall at the end of
the corridor to display a mural of
student work which received a favor¬
able response. "It's a small step in the
right direction," says studio student
Paula Wood '94, in reference to the
new wall.
Some students say they find it
objectionable that the exhibition of
work occurs in a place where only art
students are likely to travel through.
There are easily accessible areas
in Olin that could benefit from paint¬
ings and drawings, but these walls,
like the front lobby, remain blank.
Many, including Wood, consider this
open area to be an ideal area to exhibit

“The Unsilencing” casts an unconventional spell

ARTS ESSAY

TV show host
is Satan’s lefthand man

By Tina Mosca
Student Corresspondent
After two years of writing, edit¬
ing, and reworking the script of "The
Unsilencing," a two act drama to be
performed this weekend in Schaeffer
Theatre, author and director Amy
Robbins exclaims, "I'm ready to give
birth to this baby."
Robbins invites "anyone and ev¬
eryone" seeking a bit of mental stimu¬
lation or a refreshing change from the
usual Bates nightlife, to experience
this nouveau production, which is her
senior thesis project.
Freedom of movement is one of
the ideas which Robbins' play accen¬
tuates, she says. With this in mind she
chose to have it performed in en¬
semble, leaving out the notidn of a
"main character" so as to maintain the
fluidity of movement and stress the
importance of cooperation and the
whole. The cast of 'The Unsilencing"
consists of an of seven women and
four men including: Amy Berger '92,
Sandy Coffey '93, Emily Demong '94,
Bayne Gibby '95, Dylan Jones '92,
Megan Masson '94, George Schmidt
’93, Shayne Stoyer '93, Larissa Vigue
'92, Lauren Kelly-Washington'92, and
Jeb Wilson '95.
For those of you who have seen
advertisements stapled to bulletin
boards and dormitory walls all over
campus, Robbins indicates that you
should not be scared off by the
sketches or the feminist issues sug¬
gested by the title. She hesitates to la¬
bel her work a "highly feminist pro¬
duction," because of the stereotypes
and tension that such language often
evokes.
"The Unsilencing," says Robbins,
"involves a lot of music and dance. It
is like a ritual.. .like casting a spell." In
the first act Robbins wishes to dispel
the ancient myths of Christianity and
the notion of the "ideal woman",
which usually presents women as si¬
lent, powerless objects.
Further elaboration on the
metaphor of the spell leads to the
"respellihg" of the world that occurs
in the second act, says Robbins.
By retelling the history of the
world via the birth process, women

student work. 'It's a complete waste
of display space," observes Wood.
Corrie feels otherwise. She recognizes
that the constant use of the concert
hall makes the area highly trafficked,
and that the damage that could ensue
deters any placement of rotating stu¬
dent pieces.
Anne Macomber '94 recognizes
the damage risk, but doesn't feel that
this risk is exclusive to Bates: "Any
artwork hung in a public place is at
risk for being damaged. Work in
Chase Hall is at risk for being dam¬
aged, but it's there," stated
Macomber.
The third venue where student
work is consistently displayed on
campus occurs during the annual se¬
nior thesis exhibit at the Museum of
Art. "It's consistently the best at¬
tended opening," according to Corrie.
However, senior theses come but once
a year.

By Carrie Barnard

A scene from 'The UnSilencing," a senior thesis play written and directed by
senior theater major Amy Robbins._Barney Beal photo.
reclaim themselves and formulate
'The Unsilencing," the story of a
their own set of dogmas. This allows
group of women and men taking time
us to recognize a man and woman
to come together and discover them¬
standing together as two whole
selves, will open on Friday, January
people, rather than 1.5 men.
31, at 7:00 (p.m.), Saturday at 7:00 and
When you stroll down the aisles
9:00, and the final matinee perfor¬
of Schaeffer Theatre, drooling at the
mance will be Sunday at 2:00. There
thought of a night of mind numbing
are only 90,seats!available for each
entertainment, Robbins asks that you
show;- so it is advisable to reserve your
keep an open attitude, cast off those
tickets through the box office now!
preconceived notions and "get ready
(786-6161)
to think!"
Tickets are two dollars.

America's Funniest Home Video's
is torture. The show was sent straight
from Hell. Satan sent the cam-corder
to us Americans, intent on wrecking
all rights to privacy and sending us all
into the depths of idiocy. The cam¬
corder enables all of our most humili¬
ating, most depreciating experience to
be recorded and televised. Bob Saget,
the host of America's Funniest Home
Video's and Satan's left hand man,
even gives rewards for the stupidity
that people and their dogs (and the
occasional duck) get into.
There is something wrong with
this.
People are showing how stupid
they are to millions of TV viewers.
Millions of people watch other people
make total idiots of themselves. And
everyone is enjoying it. I think.
Pat Buchanan would say this is
all a left wing plot to demoralize the
American people and humiliate them;
that America's Funniest Home Vid¬
eos, and the portable recorder are de¬
stroying all American pride. He
would then ban all VCR's, mutilate all
the recorders, and then burn all the
copies of America's Funniest Home
Videos.
' /
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I know that Dante s description of
Hell in the "Inferno" is all wrong. Hell
is net some fire and brimstone place,
with screams resonating in caverns
which glow with scarlet evil. No, the
seventh layer of Hell is not a place
where sinners pull some bolder up a
mountain that never ends. The sev¬
enth layer of Hell is a living room,
where the plaster is falling off the
walls. In this room is one chair, one
television set, and one broken VCR.
The sinner is tied to a chair, similar to
the ones in the Filene Room, and
forced to watch the same episode of
America's Funniest Home Videos
Continued on Page 11, Column 1
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Bates College Orchestra to perform all French concert
By Rhonda Bell
Staff Reporter
Vacation in France: no passport
needed. Free. Sounds good? It gets
even better, because there's no need to
pack— just walk over to Olin Concert
Hall this Friday or Saturday, and catch
the Bates College Orchestra perform¬
ing an all-French music concert.
Works by Ravel, Debussy, Satie,
and Bizet claim spots on the repertoire
and each piece possesses a distinct
sound. The music draws from the
18th, 19th, and 20th centuries, ranging
from Baroque to impressionist, and
guarantees to keep the listener sur¬
prised, introducing Satie's cubist bal¬
let just when the listener thinks the
performance is quieting down.
Cubist ballet sounds like a con¬
tradiction in terms, but not so to the
cutting edge of French composition in
the 1920s.
If this is not enough to awaken an
audience, he adds a typewriter, re¬
volver, and 'bottle-o-phone' (15

Bates music professor William Mathews conducts the ensemble Orchestra,
which will perform tonight in Olin Concert Hall._Alexis Gentile photo.
French red wine bottles played by the
Billed as cubist creation, it was just
percussion section) just to make sure.
that. Picasso designed costumes and
In its original form, the piece does not
set, adding one more dimension to
stO£^at^solel^auditor2^ur£rises^^hi?alread^unusua^£iece^^^^^^

Orchestra Director William
Matthews expands on his choice of
entirely French music, explaining that
most of the orchestral repertoire
available today is Germanic, and he
feels it is beneficial not only for him¬
self and the audience, but also for the
orchestra members, most of whom
will play in the group for three or four
years. Also, he says, "I like French
music."
Matthews became ac¬
quainted with a good deal of the mu¬
sic while teaching on last year's Bates
semester in Nantes, France. One of
the pieces was performed several
years ago by the orchestra, he says and
emphasizes that all pieces to be per¬
formed represent new music for the
present orchestra members.
Still in store for music lovers this
year, the group will again take the
stage in Olin on March 27 and 28. The
program is split in two parts, the first
a showcase of five student soloists,
and the second an ambitious under¬
taking of the renowned Tchaikovsky's

The sixth layer of hell consists of a forced viewing of a 1950’s Candid Camera episode
Continued from Page 10
to a chair and watching a Candid
Camera episode from the fifties where
some bobby socker meets a talking
frog in her biology class. Candid
Camera started popular culture's fe¬
tish with people making idiots of
themselves on camera, for other
people to view in the comfort of their
living rooms and their obscurity. After
Candid Camera is Ed MacMahon's
Amazing Bloopers and Practical
Jokes, an incredible artistic endeavor

which allowed the viewing audience
to witness Scott Bao flubbing up his
lines in a love scene from Joanie Loves
Chachi eighteen times in a row.
Although it was one of the por¬
table recording devices that showed
the world what scum the cops in Los
Angeleswere, the probing nature cam¬
corders leads me to wonder what ever
happened to the right to privacy. Ev¬
ery time that I drop my tray on the
floor at Commons I am positive that
Dick Clark is hiding behind the tofu at
the salad bar getting my lack of grace
down on camera. Imagine if Bates

Security acquired them. There would
be cameras positioned by the walls of
Carnegie, Olin and the Library Ter¬
race waiting to catch the notorious
graffiti chalkers. There would be cam¬
eras positioned outside Commons to
make sure no one stole any yogurt, or
exited the dining hall with an apple
for their advisor. Half the campus
would be expelled for violating the
food contract.
To be sure, video cameras can be
artistic and fun. I have a friend who
got a documentary he made with a
cam-corder on PBS, and my high

school friends and I had some good
times making King Kong movies with
my Curious George and Weeble
Wobbles.
Of course, the countless viewings
of my nephews kindergarten gradua¬
tion, and having to watch the video of
my Aunt Carol giving birth right be¬
fore eating Thanksgiving Dinner sort
of cancels the positive aspects about
video recorders.
And then there is always Bob and
those 'funniest' videos of his. If any¬
thing is testimony to the inherent evils
of VCR's and video recorders, he is.

It can’t do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
■
The new Apple* Macintosh* Classic' II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It’s a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that’s ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It’s a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro¬
processor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
, . * ...4
almost any other kind of computer tttzZZ

YiY

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you’ll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it’s affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you’re in, be sure to ask us for details
;
about the Apple Computer Loan.
\
It’ll be time well spent.

-

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For all of your computer needs visit
Computing Support Services
110 Russell Street or call 786-6376
© 1991 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation,
ciassic is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh computers.
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The Arts

American TV viewers expect excessive violence and car chases
Editor's Note: At press time, "I'll Fly
Away" was on hiatus and will return
to NBC's line-up later this season.

By Steve Rinaldi
With all the hype and hoopla of
the Fall television season finally over,
only a few of the new network televi¬
sion shows introduced earlier this
season are still around, supporting the
fact that more and more Americans
are turning their attentions away from
network television.
Despite this fact, there are still
some quality television programs on
the air worth watching. There's a lot
of mindless, formulaic programming
designed to appeal to the widest pos¬
sible audience, but once in a while,
television network programmers will
take a risk by putting on a quality
program they know critics will love,
but at which the viewing audience
might turn their noses up.
This may be due to the fact that
viewers aren't patient enough to give
it a chance, they're too trigger happy
with their remote controls, or they just
don't appreciate programming which

doesn't involve excessive violence, car
chases, cute little kids, flat characters,
bad acting or an over-played laugh
track. The sad reality about American
television today is that a good deal of
the programs presently on your T.V.
do contain many of these elements.
I'd like to start by reviewing one
of my favorite new T.V. shows of the
season, "I'll Fly Away," on NBC,
Tuesdays at 8:00. This thoughtful pe¬
riod drama from the producers of
"Northern Exposure," "St. Elsewhere"
and "A Year in the Life," focuses on
liberal prosecuting attorney Forrest
Bedford, played by Sam Waterson. It
tells the story of his white family and
their black housekeeper Lilly Harper,
played by Regina Taylor, in a small
Southern town during the late 1950's,
at the beginning of the civil rights era.
In viewing it, I am reminded of
the novel "To Kill A Mockingbird."
One of the strengths of the show is its
portrayal of the uneasiness which un¬
derlies the interactions and relation¬
ship between both Waterson's and
Taylor's characters in light of their
historical time period. Both Waterson
and Taylor give convincing, powerful

and stirring performances, with Tay¬
lor giving some of her best in scenes
with her own family and friends
where she displays some of the deeper
layers of her complex characteriza¬
tion.
Viewers are denied the opportu¬
nity to view this side of her personal¬
ity in scenes with Waterson and his
family, where we sense the feeling of
discomfort on the part of both parties.
This dual portrayal of Taylor's char¬
acter is a strong point of the show be¬
cause, in effect, it enables the viewer to
see events of the ensuing period of
racial conflict as experienced by char¬
acters on different sides of the fence.
Thus, there isn't just a one-sided rep¬
resentation.
Forrest Bedford's children also
play an important role in the premise
of the show, because we witness how
their lives have been affected by hav¬
ing a father whose role in race rela¬
tions is seen by some people in his
town as controversial. In the pilot of
this show, Bedford defends a group of
blacks involved in a bus accident, in
which the accused driver was white.
John Aaron Bennett's portrayal of his

ANTIQUE & CURIO SHOP
TEL 782-0638
AUBURN, ME.
MON-SAT
10-5
SUN
NOON-5
20% DISCOUNT
FOR BATES STUDENTS

iW4it£7RvW6TO6erHO»K,0w<y/5 pizza Ccaa>, m drmer's

UCEN5E EXRREDANDHiS 0A&YGPAPUfiTW fRm COLL£6£.

Callus! 783-2200
Hours: 11 AM - 2 AM Fri. & Sat. 11 AM -1 AM Sun.
4:30 PM -1 AM Mon. - Thurs.

IpK

A wide array of collectables, art deco, nouveau, rhinestone to estate
jewelry, earrings and clothing from the 1890's to the 1960's and other fine
things from the past.

FBI INFORMATION SESSION
SPECIAL AGENT CAREERS
FEBRUARY 3 AT 6PM
AT
OFFICE OF CAREER
SERVICES
ALL MAJORS
INTERNSHIP INFORMATION
Beverage World Plus

Pizza Mania!!

Get a LARGE CHEESE
P!
PIZZA and TWO COKES® or
DIET COKES® for ONLY $7.97
Customer pays Tax and deposit

M
s
=J

Announces.
O
MH

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other otter. Prices may vary. Customer pays
sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas brrated to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00 Our drivers are not penalized for late delivenes

Delivery areas limited to ensure sate driving. ©1990 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
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youngest son is magnificent, and
some of the show's most tender mo¬
ments occur between Taylor and
Bennett, whose character's mother is
in a hospital after suffering a nervous
breakdown.
I must agree with many critics
who claim that this program tends to
move along a bit slowly at certain
points, but at the same time, this as¬
pect of the show seems to add to its
flowing and hypnotic nature, which
enables the viewer to become fully ab¬
sorbed in the program. Few television
shows possess the ability to do this.
I'm interested in seeing just how
far the creative minds on the show
will take the story lines into the civil
rights era and also in how the rela¬
tionship between Waterson's and
Taylor's characters will develop.
In examining this show's chances
of survival, it's ratings haven't been
very impressive, but NBC seems
committed and hopes that viewers
will gradually start to tune in in bigger
numbers.

ORPHAN ANNIE’S
96 COURTS!.

WHY GO OUT
FOR PIZZA?

IT’S TIME FOR DOMINO’S PIZZA!
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Just answer these 3 questions
Complete these 3 commonly heard party
phrases and win a 1/ 4 Barrel of Bud®
1) Hey, Keep your hands off my_ .
2) Wow, Nice Looking_you've got there.
3) Hmm, What's that_on your_

I_

Bring this nifty entry form to B-World+ to enter and Win!!
Winner will be posted at Bev World Plus on February 24,1992
_Must be 21 or over to enter
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Men’s squash: the slaughterhouse nine
By Craig Nussbaum
Staff Reporter
There is no doubt about it; the
men's squash team is hot. Easy ladies.
I mean that they are on fire. Having
won their last four matches in a row,
these guys are looking to top last years
15 -7 finish, and show the world who's
boss at the NISRA Championships at
the end of February.
The Bobcats won three out of their
four matches at the Wesleyan Invita¬
tional last weekend, losing only to
Stony Brook 5-4 on Friday. Putting
this tough loss behind them, the men
went on to destroy George Washing¬
ton University 8-1 later that same day.
On Saturday, the Bobcats picked
up where they left off, pulling out a
tough win over Wesleyan 5-4. Nick
Sonne '93 won a hard fought five
game match in the fifth position,
pushing the Bobcats to victory. Colby
fell victim to the Bobcat rampage later
on Saturday as the men dropped only
five games, rolling over the Mules 7-2.
Great play by several members of
the squad has boosted the team's per¬
formance. "Mike Silverson '94 is
playing exceptionally well," stated

M.

Co-captain Ben Lowenstein '92 destroys his Bowdoin opponent in the Bobcats'
9-0 victory last Wednesday.
Alexis Gentile photo.
Head Coach George Wigton.
Jackson Marvel '95 has won ten
matches thus far, including his last
five in a row. "He is playing very well
for a freshman," said Wigton. Brad
Peacock '92 has also shown a lot of
improvement according to Wigton.
The Merrill Gymnasium was

transformed into a slaughter house on
Wednesday, as the Bobcats ripped
apart the Bowdoin Polar Bears 9-0.
Once again, the team only dropped a
total of five games in the their decisive
victory over the Bears. With this win,
the squash team moves to 10-6 on the
season.

Bobcats drop first in New England to Colby
By Evan Silverman
Editor-in-Chief
Colby College officials retired
Kevin Whitmore's number Tuesday
night in Wadsworth Gymnasium.
Perhaps they should have also hon¬
ored John Daileanes '92.
Sinking five three-point bombs
and making an array of off-balance
shots to tally thirty-nine points, the
All-American candidate singlehandedly led the White Mules to an
89-83 win over a feisty, yet distracted
Bobcat team.

Bates finishes
fifth in tough
Division I field
By Karen Ward
Student Correspondent__
With a superb effort by all, the
Bates women's track team placed fifth
in the Bates Invitational last Saturday
at Merrill Gymnasium. Bates com¬
piled 48 points, losing out to UMass,
Dartmouth, Lowell and Bowdoin.
The Bobcats showed great
strength in the field events, placing at
least one person in the top six finishers
of each event. Evie Eich '95 won the
high jump with a leap of 4’ 10”, while
Kim Kessler '94 placed fifth in both the
long jump and triple jump in which
she set a personal record of 31’ 9 1/2".

M. BASKETBALL
Sean McDonagh '92, who at¬
tended his grandmother's wake only
hours before the game, started, yet
played sluggishly and managed only
five points on one for seven shooting.
"We were pulling for him to have
a great game, but he wasn't in sync for
us," said Coach Phil Moresi. "We
were playing on only four cylinders."
Despite the handicap, Bates
dominated the early stages of play.
Rony LaGuerre '93 drilled a threepoint shot to give Bates a 17-10 lead at
the 13:27 mark of the first half, but
Colby dosed the lead to 25-24 after a
six point run. Bates called time-out at
the 7:52 mark and increased the lead
to 32-26 on a jumper by Tim Collins
'92 with five minutes left in the half.
Colby climbed back, however,
and a three-point bomb seconds be¬
fore halftime left them trailing the
Bobcats 42-40.
In the second half, the White
Mules took a 50-45 lead forcing
Moresi to regroup his troops at the
15:08 mark, but a basket by Darell
Akins '92 three minutes later tied the
game at 54.
A McDonagh layup with just
over six minutes to play pulled Bates

With five regular season matches
remaining, as well as three or four
tournament matches, the Bobcats have
an opportunity to top last year's
record. "The team is doing better than
I thought they would," said Wigton, "I
never expected them to come dose to
last years record."
Coach Wigton feels that the entire
team has stepped up a level of play
since last year. He attributes this to
the large number of upperclassmen on
the team this year.
Tufts will travel up to Maine to¬
morrow to face the men at 11:30 a.m.
The Bobcats will have their work cut
out for them against the strong Jumbo
squad. Peacock will miss the match,
adding to the Bobcats worries. "They
will be tough this year, especially
without Brad," stated Coach Wigton.
The team is looking forward to the
NISRA Team Championships at Yale
on February 22. Top squash teams
from all over the country will be rep¬
resented. Last year, the men finished
second in their division, losing to the
University of California.

W. TRACK

Keith Ferdinando '93 takes an off-balance shot against St Joe's. He scored 15
in the Bobcats' loss to Colby._Alexis Gentile photo.
within two at 66-64, but a Daileanes
three-pointer and another Colby basket secured the White Mule lead for

good. Dick Whitmore's team held on
Continued on Page 15, Column 1

Tri-captain Candice Poiss '92 and
Lynn Barker '92 made their marks in
the throwing events. Poiss threw a
season best of 42' 8 1/4" in the 20
pound weight competition while
Barker's throw of 27' 61/2" qualified
her for Division III New England's
and ECAC’s. Barker also placed sixth
in the shotput.
The 55 meter hurdles and the
4X200 meter relay were the highlights
of the sprinting events. Kate Rossiter
'95 made the finals of the 55 meter
hurdles and qualified for Division III
New Englands. The 4x200 meter relay
team of Laurie Burgan '94, Sarah Goff
'95, tri-captain Kim Hall '92 and Josie
Brown '94 finished with their fastest
time of the season, 1:59.16, placing
sixth.
The mid-distance and distance
runners turned in many season-best
performances. Hall placed fifth in the
Continued on Page 15, Column 2
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Mules play stubbornly as ’Cats fall 85-67
By Julie Hutchinson
Staff Reporter
The women's basketball team ex¬
perienced a disappointing 85-67 loss
against Colby College this past Tues¬
day. Luckily, the high spirit which
resides among the team members has
forced the Bobcats to look ahead to the
home match against Colby on Febru¬
ary 26.
"We are definitely going to win
the next time we play them," stated
tri-captain Cindy Ordway '92.

Men’s track
outrun by
Holy Cross
By Grace Murphy
Staff Reporter
For the second year in a row, the
Bates mens' track team walked away
from the annual Holy Cross meet a
disappointed second. Last year's one
point loss, when the 4x800 meter team
finished second in a tie-breaking re¬
lay, caused great anguish, but last
Friday's 70 to 57 score proved no balm
to that old hurt.
Bates looks forward each year to
Holy Cross' close competition, but
this year's bodies were no match for
the depth of their rivals.
"As usual, the meet went right
down to the wire. In the past six
years, we've taken three and they've
taken three. The spread has never
been over 10 points," said Coach
Walter Slovenski.

W. BASKETBALL
At the end of this tension-packed
combat, Colby's head coach ap¬
proached Bates Coach Marsha Graef
and exclaimed that, "(We) are a scary
team to play." This comment referred
to the obvious drive and determina¬
tion that exists among the Bates play¬
ers.
"We never gave up. Colby was
worried down to the last second,"
stated Coach Graef.
Bates' problem stemmed from
their defense. Thirty-four free throws
were handed down to Colby due to
fouls by the 'Cats. The Mules scored
27 of the 34 free throws.
The frustration, the drive, the
skill, and the spirit is all there, ac¬
cording to Coach Graef. Unfortu¬
nately, the team has had trouble com¬
ing together as one strong force.
"Our win loss record (5-6) does
not, in any way, reflect the talent and
ability that resides on this team,"
commented tri-captain Jennifer Lynch
'92.
"We are not playing as sharp as
we need to," said Coach Graef. "We
are not capitalizing on good shots. At
one point during the game we came
within eight points of Colby, but we
could not break the barrier."
Forty-two percent of the Bobcats
shots made it through the rim. Of this
42 percent, Antoinette KenmuirEvans '93 shot over 75 percent from
the floor, tallying a high of 18 points
for the team, while tri-captain Leigh

Sports

M.TRACK

Suzanne Patterson '95 sets up the offense against Bowdoin earlier this season.
She has scored 27 points in her last two games.
Barney Beal photo.
Ann Smith '92 was right behind her
with 16 points.
Suzanne Patterson '95 went 7 for
15 with 15 points. Patterson tied
Smith for the lead in rebounds with 8.
In the assist category, Patterson shone
again with seven, and Kenmuir-Evans
had five.
The women's basketball team is

expecting a close game against W.P.I.
tomorrow in Massachusetts, and will
have their hands full against one of
the top Division III teams in the
country, the University on Southern
Maine, next week. U.S.M. is currently
ranked third in the nation and will
play at Alumni Gymnasium at 5:30
p.m. on Monday.

McCann’s Donut Shoppe
66 Main Street, Auburn 777-1472
Open Monday - Saturday 5:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Closed Sunday

10% Discount with Bates I.D.
Baking Fresh Donuts and Bagels Daily
Now Serving Bagel Sandwiches for Lunch

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
FREE GIFT WITH EVERY
MATRIX PERM
WITH
RICK, WENDY, ELAINE OR TRACEY
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

203 College Street 786-3363

WASTED
YOUTH.

y matrix
HAIR AND SKIN CARE

WJ1 A Public Service of the Forest Service. USDA. and
coukiI your State Foresters.

Even the advantage of running on
Bates' home track could not compen¬
sate for Holy Cross' depth.
"We're a young team and we're a
small team because we lost a lot of
people to JYA programs, but our
newcomers are improving every
meet," observed middle-distance
runner Mike Leahy '93.
Bates was not without its victori¬
ous performances, as Leahy swept the
800 meter run with a time of 1:58, Pat
Sullivan '94 finished first in the 1500
meter run, Chris Peduto '95 won the
200 meter and Wes Shim '93 rose
above the competition to win the pole
vault event, clearing 13’ 6".

"As usual, the meet went
right down to the wire."
Walter Slovenski,
head coach men's track
"We had some good perfor¬
mances. Shim (set a personal record)
in the pole vault and Mike Leahy ran
a fine race, his best this year," said
Slovenski.
Bates continued to toss its weight
around in the throwing events, re¬
maining consistent with their weekly
successes in recent meets. Joe Welch
'94 carried the shotput with a 46’ 9 1/
2" throw, his second best performance
ever. Also in the shot, tri-captain Scott
Yusah '92 placed second with a throw
of 43’ 8 12". Welch finished second in
the 35 pound weight throw, followed
by Ed Jawor '92 in fourth place.
"We took them in the weight di¬
visions because that's where we have
the depth. We don't have the same
numbers as Holy Cross, or otherwise
we could have taken them," said
Yusah.
Bates enjoyed a small taste of re¬
venge when they easily won the 4x800
meter relay, run by Joe Harrington '94,
Rob O'Donnell '94, Sullivan and
Leahy, the event in last year's meet
that cost them the victory.
Although they finished second,
Coach Slovenski refuses to feel dis¬
couraged. "We're improving every
meet," he said.
Bates will host Massachusetts In¬
stitute of Technology at home this
Saturday.

Sports
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1 W.BASKETBALL

M. BASKETBALL

N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings

N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings
W
Colby.12
Bates.11
Williams.11
Trinity...8
Hamilton...9
Wesleyan..8
Tufts...8
Amherst.1 7
Middlebury
6
Bowdoin...4
Conn. College..2

L
2
4
4
3
4
4
5
6
9
10
11

1 M. SQUASH

Pet.
.857
.733
.733
.727
.692
.667
.615
.538
.400
.286
.154

W
Tufts.
7
Hamilton.............10
Conn. College.7
Middlebury.8
Trinity.7
Amherst.....5
Bowdoin ..:.;..5
Bates...4
Williams...:...5
Colby..............:.5
Wesleyan ..3

L
2
3
3
4
4
6
6
6
8
9
8

- Pet.
.778
.769
.700
.667
.636
.455
.455
.400
.385
.357
.273

LAST TUESDAY'S GAME
Bates (83)

LAST SATURDAY'S GAME
Bates (56)

Akins 5-4-17, Collins 10-5-27, Ferdinando
6-3-15, Murray 4-0-8, McDonagh 1-2-5,
Adams 2-2-6, LaGuerre 1-2-5. Totals: 2964,18-19.

Kenmuir-Evans 7-0-15, Ordway 0-2-2,
Tanona 1-4-6, J. Lynch 0-0-0, Ludden 1-0-2,
Crane-Stern 0-0-0, Patterson 5-2-12,
Tuohey 1-0-2, Smith 4-5-13. Totals: 19-1556.

Colby (89)
Daileanes 15-4-39, Rimas 8-4-20, Butler 34-10, Clark 3-2-8, Gaudet 1-3-6, Dorion 0-00, Bergeron 0-0-0, Walsh 0-0-0, Becker 3-06. Totals: 33-69,17-21.
Three-point goals: Bates 7 (Akins 3,
Collins 2, McDonagh, LaGuerre); Colby 6
(Daileanes 5, Gaudet).
Assists: Bates 9 (Akins 5); Colby 26
(Gaudet 11).
Rebounds: Bates 30 (Murray i0);
Colby 42 (Butler 16).

LAST NIGHT'S GAME
Bates 99, Maine Maritme 60
TOMORROW'S GAME
Bates hosts Babson, 3:00 p.m.

Colby-Sawyer (58)
Perewicz 8-0-16, Ellis 5-3-13, Gering 1-2-4,
Kelly 3-0-6, Bryant 1-1-3, Beliveau 8-0-16,
Mahoney 0-0-0, Reinhardt 0-0-0. Totals:
26-6-58.
Three-point goals: Bates (KenmuirEvans)
Halftime: Tied, 28-28.

LAST WEEKEND'S MATCHES
Bates 4, Stony Brook 5
Bates 8, George Washington 1
Bates 5, Wesleyan 4
Bates 7, Colby 2
LAST WEDNESDAY'S MATCH
Bates 9, Bowdoin 0
Match Results: Lowenstein (B) d. Michon
17-6,15-7,15-6; Gollan (B) d. Cirome 15-7,
12-15,15-8,18-15; Redmond (B) d. Weiner
15-8, 15-8, 15-12; Silverson (B) d. Tulcan
15-6, 15-5, 15-7; Schulman (B) d.
VanBuskirk 15-9,17-18,15-8,.18-15; Sonne
(B) d. Esmail 15-4,12-15,15-8,15-11; Mar¬
vel (B) d. Jeong 15-1,15-4,15-4; Peacock (B)
d. Dene 15-12, 15-12, 15-8; Nichols (B) d.
Watt 4-15,15-10,15-7,10-15,15-10.

Kenmuir-Evans 8-2-18, Ordway 4-2-10,
Patterson 7-1-15, Smith 6-4-16, Tanona 2-15, J. Lynch 1-0-2, Crane-Stern 0-0-0, K.
Lynch 0-0-0. Totals: 28-67,11-19.

Colby (85)
Bowman 10-4-24, Roberts 6-5-17, Pooler 54-14, Montgomery 3-9-15, Christy 0-0-0,
Belanger 2-1-5, Lowell 1-0-2, Jewers 0-1-1,
Huntress 1-0-2, Ten nett 0-2-2, Moran 1-0-2,
Williams .0-1-1. Totals: 28-65,27-34.''
-■
Three-point goals: None
Assists: Bates 17 (Patterson 7), Colby
17 (Lowell, Montgomery 4).
Rebounds: Bates 38 (Patterson 8),,
’ Colby 40 (Bowman 14),
Halftime: Colby 36, Bates 26,

TOMORROW'S MATCH
Bates hosts Tufts, 11:30 a.m.
NEXT WEDNESDAY'S MATCH
Bates hosts Colby, 7:00 p.m.

W. SWIMMING

(6-4)

,

"

400 meter run with a time of 65.13.
The 800 meter runners, including
Marsha Fillion '95, Rebecca Sanferarre
'93, Julie McDaid '93, Karolina Graber
'95 and Laurie Roath '94 had an out¬
standing day, taking an average of six
seconds off their best times this sea¬
son.
,
. •
Cross country veterans Irene
Pfefferman '94 and Sarah White '95
both made spectacular track debuts in
the 3000 meter run. Pfefferman won
her heat in a time of 11:11.30, qualify¬

Continued from Page 13
to pin the first loss of the season on
Bates by any team in New England.
Entering the game, Bates hoped to
contain Colby's guards, forcing them
to pick up their dribble early in the
frontcourt. In turn, according to
Moresi, the Bobcats hoped Daileanes
would receive the ball away from the

Match Results: Bell (S) d. Tilney 3-1;
McCoombs (B) d. Novak 3-1; Cushing (B)
d. Klee 3-0; Siegal (S) d. Hild 3-2; Martin
(S) d. Gentile 3-1; Cooper (S) d. Burwell 32; Morissey (B) d. Cooper 3-2; Gallaway (B)
d. Kang 3-1; Corradini (B) d. Lensing 3-1.

Bates 7, Haverford 2
Match Results: Tilney (B) d. Silverman 30; Heron (H) d. McCoombs 3-0; Fielding
(H) d. Cushing 3-1; Hild (B) d. Todd 3-1;
Gentile (B) d. Sileone 3-0; Burwell (B) d.
Clark 3-1; Morissey (B) d. Wang 3-1;
Gallaway (B) d. Flicks 3-2; Corradini (B) d.
Irwin 3-2.

LAST FRIDAY'S MEET
Holy Cross 70, Bates 57
TOMORROW'S MEET
Bates hosts M.I.T, 1:00 p.m.

M. HOCKEY

Match Results: Tilney (B) d. Koh 3-0;
McCoombs (B) d. Manning 3-2; Cushing
(B) d. Kingery 3-0; Hild (B) d. McDougal 30; Gentile (B) d. Demetre 3-0; Burwell,
Morrisey, Gallaway, Corradini (B) all win
by forfeit 3-0.

LAST WEDNESDAY'S MATCH
Bates 3, Bowdoin 6

LAST SATURDAY'S MEET
BATES INVITATIONAL

M. TRACK

(7-1-1)

MONDAY'S GAME
Bates hosts University of Jdmne. at
Farmington, 10:30 p.m.

M. SWIMMING

(5-5)

TOMORROW'S MEET
Bates hosts Tufts, 1:00 p.m.

ing her for Division III New Englands.
Tri-captain Andrea Elder '92 had
a great race in the 5000 meter run
placing third with a time of 18:32.35,
qualifying her for Open New
Englands.
Christine Blachuta '95 also had a
great day in the pentathlon, compiling
2323 points to win the event and
qualify for Division III New Englands
and ECAC's. Blachuta set a personal
record of 29’ 0" in the shot put.
The team travels to UNH this Sat¬
urday and looks forward to their re¬
turn to the home crowd on February
8th for the Bobcat Invitational.

Collins scores his 1,000th in loss to Colby
hoop in poor shooting position.
Despite the efforts of Keith
Ferdinando '93 and LaGuerre,
Daileanes showed his greatness, scor¬
ing almost at will even with defenders
draped over him.
"He's a true All-American," said
Moresi. "He deserves all the accolades
he could possibly get."
Collins made his own case for
post-season recognition, scoring

LAST SATURDAY'S MATCHES
Bates 5, Smith 4

W. TR ACK

Women’s track prepares for UNH
Continued from Page 13

(9-8)

THIS WEEKEND'S MATCHES
Bates at Bowdoin w/ Tufts, 11:30 a.m.

LAST SATURDAY'S MEET
Bates 106, Amherst 136

LAST SATURDAY'S MEET
Bates 69, Amhersf'173

LAST NIGHT'S GAME
Bates at Nichols, 7:00 pin.

W. SQUASH

Bates 9, Cornell 0

TOMORROW'S MEET
Bates hosts Tufts, 1:00 p.m.

LAST TUESDAY'S GAME
Bates (67)

TOMORROW'S GAME
Bates at W.P,1,2:00 p.m.

(10-6)

twenty-seven points off a bevy of
jumpers and three-point shots.
EXTRA POINTS
Tim Collins '92 scored the 1,000th
point of his Bates career early in the
first half and now has scored 1,023
points to date . . . The Bobcats host
Babson College, currently ranked sev¬
enteenth in the nation, tomorrow in
Alumni Gymnasium at 3:00 p.m.

Team Scores: UMass 161, Dartmouth
101, Lowell 97.5, Bowdoin 79.5, Bates 46,
UMaine 36, Fitchburg State 22, UNH 10,
USM 4.
20-LB Weight: 1. Shoemaker (Da) 477, 2. Milkowski (Da) 46-7,3. Poiss (Ba) 42'8.5
Triple Jump: 1. Meeks (UM) 37-3.5,2.
O'Neill (Bo) 34-2, 3: O'Connor (UNH) 321.25, 4. Madagan (to) 32-0.5, 5. Kessler
(Ba) 31-9.5 .
55 Meter Hurdles: 1. Rieper (Da) 8.71;.
2. Madigan (Lo) 8,85; 3. Toth.(Bo) 9.20; 4.
Wyshak (UM) 9.36; 5. White (FS) 9.61 . , '
400: 1. Ambrose (UM) 58.85; 2. Levin
(Bo) 60.59; 3. Pieri (Da) 61.73; 4. Pierce
(UMe) 63.66; 5. Hall (Ba) 65.13
500: 1. Johnson (UM) 1:19.30; 2.
Knight (FS) 1:20.47; 3. Merryman (Bo)
1:25.03; 4. Hindley (UMe) 1:25.24; 5. Singer.
(Da) 1:29.65 • \
5000:1. Cobb (Da) 17:36.39; 2. Maher
(Lo) 18:26.03; 3. Elder (Ba) 18:32.35; 4.
Dean (UM) 18:34.52; 5. Moreau (UM)
18:38.92
800 Relay: UMass 1:48.35; 2. Lowell
1:48.67; 3. Bowdoin 1:51.13; 4. Fitchburg St.
1:52.62; 5. New Hampshire A 1:56.41
1,500: 1. Liljeblad (UM) 4:44.65; 2.
Larsen (Da) 4:49.39; 3. Hunt (Bo) 4:51.89; 4.
Fields (UMe) 5:01.16; 5. Taormina (Ba)
. 5:01.89
Long Jump: 1. Giordano (Lo) 16-6; 2.
Meeks (UM) 16-3,75,3. Ward (Lo) 15-10; 4.
Parento (Da) 15-2.75; 5. Kessler (Ba) 14-10
High Jump: 1. Eich (Ba) 4-10; 2. Toth
(Bo) 4-10;,2. Stinson (UMe) 4-10; 4. Orr (Ba)
4-8; 5. Hartigan (Lo) 4-6
3,200 Relay: 1. UMass 9:46.39; 2.
Dartmouth 10:07.62; 3. Bowdoin 10:22.62;
4. Lowell 10:33.86; 5. Bates 10:45.50
Pentathalon: 1. Blachuta (Ba) 2,323; 2.
Ekman (Bo) 2,122; 3. Dube (UNH) 2,045

ALPINE SKIING
THIS WEEKEND'S MEET
VERMONT WINTER CARNIVAL
Today and Tomorrow at Stowe, VT

NORDIC SKIING
THIS WEEKEND'S MEET
VERMONT WINTER CARNIVAL
Today and Tomorrow at Stowe, VT
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QUESTION ON THE QUAD

What do you think about the 1992 Presidential Campaign?

"I think it's a scary situation. It
seems like the qualifications for
i popularity contest."
Nikki Drouin '92
Reporter: Michael Lieber

T

C)

D

A

’ s

Y

11IE DiV

"Governor Moonbeam is going
to go all the way. "
Rob Montgomery '93

MRM, Inc.
Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association

#

L. A. PIZZERIA
& RESTAURANT
HOME OF L/A’S FAMOUS 10* & 16* PIZZA
(ALL NATURAL INGREDIENTS)

786-2020
49 MAIN ST. LEWISTON

CORNER OF MAIN & LINCOLN • PARKING AVAILABLE

I Get A 16” Meat
Buy Two Large I Buy Two Large I Lovers Combo
| Pizzas with One I
Cheese
Pizza
Pizzas For Only I Topping For I Pepperoni, Sweet & Hot

Tax and Delivery
Included
Expires 2-7-92

i
I
I

Tax and Delivery
Included
Expires 2-7-92

CHECK OUT OUR LOW BEER PRICES l
BUSCH SUITCASES $10.99
CHECK OUT TMK§K SAMBWHCIHI
gJPlECTAlLgg

FRESH DELI SANDWICHES
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE!

The College Venture Program

CALL USt WE DELIVER

| $16.50

■

ELEVEI1

BUY 11/4 POUND BIG BITE GRILLED HOT DOG
GET A SECOND FOR 1*
44 oz. SUPER BIG GULP REG. 99* NOW 69*

SPAGHETTI
ZITI
SALADS
LASAGNA
CALZONES
STEAKS 0 P
,
SUBS
I lam To Midnight

$14.00

"I think that Clinton truly
hooked up, but I think it's tragic
that the media deals with trivi¬
alities and ignores the issues. "
Greg Guidotti '92

Photographer: Courtney Fleisher

A TASTE OF ITALY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"I don't think it's as bad as the
last one. If I had to pick any¬
body I'd probably choose
Harkin."
Michelle Voeltz '95

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

.1_ L

Sausage, Meat Balls and
Extra Cheese

For Only

$11.50

Tax and Delivery
Included
I
Expires 2-7-92

Annie Leonard, Venture representative, will be at Bates on February
5th and 6th. Annie is available to talk with all members of the Bates
community about the Venture Program.

Wednesday. February 5
7:30 pm Venture Presentation Talk with Annie and speak with
former Venture participants about their experience in the
program. Carnegie Science 113.
8:30 pm Venture for Graduating Seniors Check out this opportunity
to gain valuable work experience and add to you job search
options. Carnegie Science 113.

Thursday. February 6
11:00-12:15 Venture "Drop-In Table" Stop by and chat informally
with Annie. Chase Hall entry
1:30-4:30 Individual Appointments with Annie Call the Office of
Career Services for an appointment (786-6232)

